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Barbecue, banter sure to be hot
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
FANCY FARM, Ky. — Some say no
news is good news, but that's not true for
those who gather the first Saturday in
August in this tiny Graves County community for heated political banter.
The good news for picnic-goers is plenty of fodder for partisan stumping has
been in the headlines. In its 126th year, the
Fancy Farm Picnic that has come to serve

as a kick-off to the upcoming campaign
season will be Saturday on the grounds of
St. Jermone Catholic Church.
"That's the nature of the Fancy Farm
Picnic. They'll be a few heated comments,
but that's the nature of the beast here,"
said Mark Wilson, who organizes the
political spking with his wife, Lori.
"People like the old traditional-style
stump speaking. It gives the crowd a
chance to meet the candidates and polite

cians face to face, and rub elbows and
shake hands."
Confirmed speakers, according to
Wilson, are state Sen. Ken Winters, RMurray; state Rep. Fred Nesler, DMayfield., Democrat Tom Barlow, the onetime congressman challenging Republican
incumbent Ed Whitfield; Supreme Court
candidates Judge Rick Johnson and Judge

•See Page 2A

Fancy Farm offers old-style politics
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) There's shouting, name-calling, mudslinging, heckling,
and lots of rancorous slogans
worn on T-shirts or scrawled
across posters.
Sweating politicians have to
yell to be heard over the boisterous crowds who gather each
year for a church-sponsored
picnic in the tiny wgstern
Kentucky community of Fancy
Farm, an unlikely backdrop for
the state's premier political
event.
A holdover from the days
before mass communications
when politicians had to seek
out crowds, Fancy Farm has
historically been the place
where candidates kick off their
campaigns. But even with next
year's elections looming, some
of the state's top Republicans
are choosing to stay away,
including perhaps Gov. Ernie
Fletcher who is under indictment on charges that he illegally rewarded political supporters with stake jobs.
Politicali scientist Joe
Gershtenson, a professor at
Eastern Kentucky University,
said it's not very difficult to
figure out why.
"They're not guaranteed
that they're not going to be
heckled or chided in some way,
so it presents some real dangers," he said. "It's always
safer to go and speak before an
audience that you know is
going to be really friendly."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Ernie Fletcher made several appointments to university
boards on Saturday, including
naming a former member of his
cabinet to the University of
Kentucky board of trustees.
Erwin Roberts, Fletcher's
former Personnel Cabinet secretary, was named to the UK
board. Fletcher also named
Sandy Patterson, a Fort Thomas
businesswoman who once headed the UK Alumni Association,
to the board. Patterson is president of the Robert W. Bugie
Sales Company in Cincinnati.
Fletcher
also
named
Lexington businessman William

Craig Turner to the Eastern
Kentucky University board oi
regents; Bowling Green business owner James Gale Meyer
to
Western
Kentucky
University's board; and Rowan
County
banker Paul C.
Goodpaster to the Morehead
State University board of
regents.
Goodpaster
supported
Fletcher's Democratic opponent, then-Attorney General
Ben Chandler, in the 2003
gubernatorial election, according to the state Registry of
Election Finance. He gave about

III See Page 2A

New MSU president,
coaches to speak at
Chamber banquet

AP

Ernie Fletcher, left, and Greg Stumbo shake hands as they campaign for governor and
attorney general respectively, during the Fancy Farm picnic, Aug. 2, 2003, in Fancy Farm,
Ky. Both went on to win their elections . A holdover from the days before mass communications when politicians sought out crowds to speak to, Fancy Farm has historically been
the place where candidates kickoff their campaigns.
However, Gershtenson said corners and veteran politicians show? If that perception gets
the Republicans, by not attend- for most of its I26-year histo- created, that could hurt," he
ing, could damage the state's IY•
said.
most storied political event,
"Maybe you don't really
Already, U.S. Sen. Mitch
which has been viewed as a have to be there? Maybe noth"must attend" by both up-and- ing really happens if you don't

MI See Page 2A

Special to the Ledger
Dr. Randy Dunn, MSU President, Racer Basketball Coach Billy
Kennedy and Racer Football Coach Matt Griffin will be keynote
speakers for the 2006 Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Annual Dinner: The
Future Begins Now. The banquet will be held on
Thursday. Aug. 3 at 6:30 p.m. in Murray State's
Curris Center Ballroom.
Reservations for the banquet are $25.00 and can
be made for this event by calling the Chamber at
270-753-5171. Table sponsorships (10 seats) are
available. A silent auction before the dinner will
also take place beginning at 5:00 p.m. Proceeds
from this auction will benefit technology upgrades
for the Commerce Center. Auction items include
electronics, sports memorabilia, vacation packages and more.
In addition to President Dunn's, Coach Kennedy's and Coach
Griffin's remarks, several awards will be presented at the dinner.
Election results for the Chamber's five newest board members will

•See Page 2A

Microchipping measure provides owners way to locate, ID precious pets
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Keena Haley doesn't want to
lose her English bulldog, Mack.
And if the animal should be lost or
stolen she wants to be able to
count on getting him back safe
and sound as quickly as possible.
That's why she brought Mack
to Orscheln's Farm and Home
store Saturday and paid $10 to
Calloway
County
Humane
Society volunteers to have an
electronic microchip inserted into
the back of the animal's neck.
With the microchip in place,
Mack's name, address and telephone number can be identified
through the use of an electronic
reader by a veterinarian or other
Humane Society officials should
he be lost, stolen, or happens to
wander off. Haley could then be
contacted quickly to come and
pick up her dog.
"He's like a member of the
family and if he gets lost we want
to be able to find him," Haley said
as the microchip was inserted with
a needle by a nursing volunteer.
Haley said she isn't too worried
that anyone will steal Mack, but
she loves the animal and wants to
be prepared just in case.
"He looks big and mean and all
that and when people see him they

are a little afraid of him, but he's
actually afraid of his own shadow," she said. "People try to steal
these little dogs. I think they are
one of the main ones they try to
steal, so we want to be prepared."
Kathy Hodge of the Calloway
County Humane Society said the
chip can provide information to
veterinarians, Humane Society
officials, animal shelters and other
animal advocates that can help
return an animal to its owner and
lighten the load of stray animals
caged and even put to death at animal shelters.
"It's relatively painless; at least
no worse than having your pet
vaccinated," Hodge said. "The
microchip itself is about the size
of a grain of rice. Then we can
scan the microchip with a scanner
and it will read the number of the
chip."
The microchip, whim lasts for
about 25 years, will electronically
display an identification number
as well as a 1-800 number that can
be used to contact an animal database.
"So if your dog gets lost and it
gets taken to a shelter or our
Humane Society or any of the veterinarian offices around here they
can scan that microchip," Hodge
said.'They can use that 800 num-
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her to call a national database and to get them reunited with their
say 'I have a dog or cat number' families. Here it could happen if
and then they can find out that the the dog got hurt or we had tornado
animal belongs to so and so. That or something and the dogs and
will also provide all the contact cats are scattered and they are
numbers so the animal can be brought into the shelter by some
returned to its owner."
good Samaritan."
Hodge said the tagging proThe microchipping program
gram is a two-pronged effort. "Of will take place again on Aug. 19 at
course we want every dog or cat to Orscheln's.
have all of that information on a
-That's National Homeless
collar first, because that's a sim- Animals Day," Hodge said. "So
pler thing. Then your next door we'll be doing it for that reason on
neighbor can find the dog or that particular day and we're hopsomebody down the road or across ing that everyone will come out
the county can find your dog or and buy one of our ID tags to put
cat and immediately get in touch on their dog or cat and have their
with you," she said.
pet microchipped."
"But if the collar falls off or the
Society officials are also kickdog slips it or somebody takes it ing off a "Lost Pet Photo
off because they are trying to steal Registry" as part of the program.
it or something, then the dog and Each dog and cat brought in is
its owner can still be identified if tagged and photographed so that if
it is ever turned in or found."
an animal is lost the owner can
Hodge noted that animals can call or e-mail Society officials for
also be lost during a natural disas- help.
ter such as a flood, tornado or
"Let's say their dog, "Hobo,"
other bad storm and tagging — got lost. Then we can immediately
electronic or otherwise — can pull up that information and a
insure that pet owners and their photograph and send an e-mail out
animals have a better chance of to our animal advocates, which is
being reunited.
around 700 people in Calloway
"We saw that with Hurricane County," Hodge said. "In fact, we
Katrina," she said. "If the dogs or had an animal that was lost recentcats had been microchipped, it
would have been so much simpler

II See Page 2A

Character Counts

FAIRNESS
• Play by the rules
• Take turns and share
• Be open-minded; listen to others
• Don't take advantage of others
• Don't blame others carelessly

TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes

Keena Haley, right, holds Mack, her English bulldog,
as a Calloway County Humane Society volunteer, left,
prepares to insert a microchip in the back of the dog's
neck with a needle Saturday morning at Orsheln's
Farm & Home store in Murray.
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TVA rate cut for October may be short-lived
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- Dave
Clark is afraid a 4.5 percent drop
in Tennessee Valley Authority
wholesale rates starting Oct. I
could be short-lived.
Clark. general manager of
Paducah Power System, said the
cost of fuel and purchased ekeincity could force T"VA to raise
rates again.
'I'm afraid its going to be
temporary relief for customers,'
he said. 'It's going to be 'now
you see it, and now you don't.'"
The TVA board approved a
fuel cost-adjustment provision
Friday in Knoxville. Tenn.,
along with a rate decrease. The
moves will be reviewed quarterly, with the first review set for

this winter, when gas and oil
prices traditionally rise.
"I predict that if things stay
the same in three months they
may raise it or wipe out the
increase, Clark said.
TVA supplies Paducah Power
and 157 other distributors in
seven states via coal-fired factories such as the Shawnee Fossil
Plant near Grahamville.
The rate drop comes out to
about $4 a month for the average
TVA customer using about 1,500
kilowatt. hours, said TVA
spokesman Gil Francis said.
TVA has retail customers
throughout western Kentucky
via distributors like HickmanFulton County Rural Electric

Cooperative, Mayfield Electric
and Water System, Murray
Electric System, Princeton
Electric Plant Board and West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative.
TVA President and acting
Chief Executive Officer Tom
Kilgore said the fuel-cost adjustment will spare the agency and
customers large rate adjustments
in the future by allowing TVA to
better match revenues to
changes in the cost of fuel and
purchased power.
The drop is the first since
1988 and comes from the new,
expanded board that has questioned the benefits of paying
down $25.5 million in debt built

up over several decades.
Any MOWS by the TVA will
affect Paducah Power and the
Princeton Electric Plant in the
short term. Both will stop buying TVA power once their contracts end in 2009. but until then
Paducah rates are estimated to
nse 2 to 2.5 percent annually.
Although TVA rates are better than much of the nation, they
are the highest in coal-rich
Kentucky.
In 2010 Paducah and
Princeton customers will switch
to Prairie State Energy Campus,
a $2 billion coal power plant
planned for Washington County,
Ill., about 35 miles north of
Carbondale, Ill.

Republican holding a statewide
office to speak at the event.
"I think Fancy Farm is such a
tradition that one down year
from an attendance standpoint is
not going to tarnish its reputation," Grayson said. 'If I'm the
only statewide Republican candidate there. I'm going to do my
best to make up for the absence
of those who are not there."
Though politics is the draw,
the annual Fancy Farm Picnic is
actually about raising money for
the tiny St. Jerome Parish, a
C'atholic enclave in Graves
('ounty. Each year, church
members organize the picnic,
involving nearly every family in
the parish in some way. Cooking
and dishing out food are the
biggest chores. Food stands here
sell hamburgers, hot dogs and
hand-dipped ice cream, but the
barbecued mutton and pulled
pork ---- tons and tons of it — are
the mainstay.
"rodd Hayden. one of the
event organizers. said Si.
Jerome Parish will raise about
$200,0(X) from the event. "We
put a lot it nioney into it," he
said. "If we clear half of that,

we've done good.'
Mark
Wilson, political
speech organizer, said he holds
out hope that Fletcher will show
up even though he hasn't yet
confirmed. He said many of the
top politicians don't confirm
until the last minute.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, a
Republican, hasn't yet confirmed.
However,
his
Democratic opponent, Tom
Barlow, said he will attend, as
will two Supreme Court candidates and local legislative candidates.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo and State Treasurer
Jonathan
Miller,
both
Democrats, have confirmed that
they will attend. House Speaker
Jody Richards will serve as
master of ceremonies.
"There will be some friendly
jabs back and forth," Wilson
said. "There always is. That's
the nature of the beast in politics. That's what makes the
Fancy Farm picnic so unique.
It's the old-style stump speaking."
Last year, Fletcher used the
event to criticize his chief antag-

onist, the attorney general's
office, which is prosecuting
charges brought by a special
grand jury in the hinng probe.
"'this is a war we're in,"
Pletcher told a crowd at a
Republican breakfast last year.
'It is a battle and were not
going to give up. Abraham
Lincoln said right makes might.
We are right in this battle.
regardless of what the press
might print."
Democrats were armed then
with shrill dollar-store whistles,
an apparent reminder to Fletcher
and other Republicans of the
whistle-blower who sparked the
special grand jury's hiring investigation when he turned over
evidence to prosecutors.
Kentucky Democratic Party
Chairman Jerry Lundergan, who
is organizing a bicycle rally at
next weekend's picnic as a
protest to high fuel prices, said
there's no place he would rather
be than Fancy Farm on the first
Saturday in August.
"If you're into golf, you want
to go to the U.S. Open," he said.
"If you're into politics, you want
to go to Fancy Farm."

•Politics ...
From Front
the
McConnell,
state
Republican Party's standardbearer, has sent word to Fancy
Farm organizers that he won't
attend for the second year in a
row. So has Sen. Jim Bunning, a
northern Kentucky Republican.
And Lt. Gov. Steve Pence,
who's already dropped off
Fletcher's 2(X)7 re-election ticket, said Friday he won't be
going.
Fletcher said he may attend a
National Governor's Association
meeting instead. "We'll let you
know as soon as we make a
decision," he told reporters at
the Capitol last week.
For the governor, Fancy
Farm could be a lose-lose situation, said Michael Baranowski,
a political scientist at Northern
Kentucky University. Show up
arid be taunted. Don't show up
and appear weak
Perhaps, Baranowski said.
the best option is to find someplace else to be.
.Secretary of State Trey
Grayson said he plans to attend
He could
he the oi*,

Bill Cunningham. .Attorney
General Greg Sulfa!, and state
Treasurer Jonathan Miller.
Turning down the invitation
were both Keriiuek I. .S SCIIiilors, Mitch McConndl and Jim
Bunning, as well as state
Commissumei
Agriculture
Richie Farmer.
Although he's receised iii
official word. Wilson is expecting Whitfield. as well as I.t
Gov. Steve Pence and state
Auditor Crit Luallen. both of
who he described as possible
gubernatorial candidates in
2007. Ile•s also not heard about
of
Secretary
State
I rey
`.011's plan
Wilson said
Rep SIC%enRuiI and his oppo
nem. Fancy hum resident
Thomas French, also has,.' been
invited to speak to the local
crowd
I hen there's Go,rnic
Fletcher
'The governor normally does
not give confirmation until the

Town rier
NOTICE
•The Housing Authority of
Murray
of
Board
Commissioners will meet
Tuesday at noon at the
Housing Authority main office
located at 716 Nash Dr
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

sers last minute.' Wilson said.
'Ake highly anticipate the governor twang here.Needless to say.'the governor's reception likely will be
interesting among the crowd
that has been known to attract as
mans as I 5,01X).
Last year. Jerry Lundergan,
the state I kmocratic Party
chairman. gas e Gov. Ernie
lett:her a basket of blackhemes
the fruit that doubles as the
IlArlie tit the handheld electronic
des ices from which Fletcher's
administration often sent and
fete's ed e-mails that became
es[demi. tiq Attorney General
(;ler `,1(linho's ins c'stigalion
into the hirmg practices of the
first Republican administration
III more than three decades. The
gos emu receised the parting
gitt as he lett the stage not long
Ate! speaking
Now. A year later. the same
insestigation
this time with
the po%ernor under indictment
tor three misdemeanor charges
and a blanket pardon of many
stall members
has remained
in the news People has e come
and gone from the adnunistranon. but the tone from the other
side is likely to sound the same
111.1 he even louder
on the
Fancy I-arm stage
"I thought last year was wry
spirited... Calloway County
Democratic Party chairman
Das id Ramey said "I do think if

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
I %II 11IR ‘1.11

753-4703

the governor shows up. I doubt
he'll stick around very long. I
think you'll have an appropriate
partisan response."
Although partisan politics
isn't the only division local
Republicans hope to over come.
Some statewide Republican
leaders hive publicly said they
don't support Fletcher's re-election bid.
"Personally I'm hoping for a
little :Imre unity (among
Republicans),"
Calloway
County Republican Party chairman Vernon Anderson said. "1
feel like Gov. Fletcher is a very
tine person who has done a fine
job. He hasn't done anything the
Democrats haven't done 100
times over."
Anderson seemed to think
Fletcher would be in town for
the occasion, starting with a prepicnic party at Kenlake State
Park's amphitheater at 6:30 p.m.
Friday. In addition to the governor. Anderson said Grayson and
Whitfield are expected to be
there for the free event.
"I don't know what to expect.
I really don't this year. since
some of the bigger names aren't
going to be there," Anderson
said about McConnell and
Bunning choosing to skip the
annual picnic. "I think the issues
facing western Kentucky are on
the side of the Republicans, so
we can make a pretty good
showing."

Murray Police Department
• Extra patrol was requested Thursday afternoon at Attitudes on
Coldwater Road because someone was smearing food on the
walls at night.
• A theft was reported at 253 p.m. Thursday at 805N 19th St.
• Dnnk machines at Food Giant were reported broken into at 6:27
a.m. Fnday.
• Courtney Blake Gardner, 22. of Memphis. Tenn., was arrested
Friday for first-degree robbery and wanton endangerment. He
was charged Thursday with theft by unlawful taking less than
$300.
•A subject was trying to cash a forged check at Regions Bank's
South 12th Street branch at 5:34 p.m. Friday.
•A slender black male on a bicycle was identified as a prowler on
the back porch at 506 N. First St. at 11:18 p.m. Friday.
• A subject reported an assault at 1:53 a.m. Saturday from a pay
phone at the BP station at 13th and Main streets.
• Someone came into the station to report stolen checks at 7:50
a.m. Saturday.
•A small child was wandenng alone near 405 N. Fifth St. at 9:53
a.m. Saturday.
• Stolen bicycle parts were found at 1601 Locust St. at 2:32 p.m.
Saturday.
• A vehicle was vandalized at Kroger at 5:35 p.m. Saturday.
• An injury crash was reported at 12th and Olive streets at 7:42
p.m. Saturday.
•A burglary was reported at 10:21 a.m. Sunday at 302 N. Cherry
St.
•A burglary was reported at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at 506 N. First St.
•Someone came into the station at 5:49 p.m. Sunday to report a
vehicle vandalized.
• A gas dnve-off was reported at the BP station on U.S 641 North
at 9:10 p.m. Sunday.
•A truck was reported broken into at 4 07 a m Monday at 921 N.
16th St.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Leap into Kentucky Lake
turns fatal for Ind. man
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. (AP) — An Indiana man drowned in
Kentucky Lake after hitting his head on a rock, a coroner said.
Andrews Myers, 33, of Indianapolis died Saturday when he
jumped into the rock quarry in Kentucky Lake and hit his head,
Marshall County Coroner Mitchell Lee said.
Myers was taken to the Marshall County Hospital emergency
room where he was pronounced dead at 4:49 p.m. CDT.
The rock quarry is located on the east shore of Kentucky Lake in
the Land Between the Lakes.

•University

II Banter ...
From Front

Minim

Alternating the emcee role
between the two parties each
year means it's Speaker of the
House Jody Richards' turn to
keep the speakers within their
time limit and rid the crowd of
noise makers. Richards, DBowling Green, is no stranger to
far western Kentucky.
"I think people in western
Kentucky know and respect
Jody Richards. I know Jody has
a great respect for Fancy Farm
and the traditions of Fancy
Farm," Ramey said. "In some
ways, when you're the emcee
you have to impartial and that
kind of cuts down on some
things, but I know he's looking
forward to it."
Political banter aside, Fancy
Farm is like a family reunion to
the Graves County community
and the outsiders who have
included the annual event in
their summer plans. Plus there's
barbecue
with the choice of
pork or mutton — and other
homegrown food and plenty of
games and prizes.
"We'll have a crowd regardless of how many of the speakers show up," Wilson said. "We
have a lot of folks here not only
here for the politics but for the
mutton and pork and out-of-thegarden vegetables. Then we
have all the games and Bingo set
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ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
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•••
alleged plan .by Fletcher tc
replace Democrats in protected
state jobs. Fletcher has been
indicted on conspiracy, official
misconduct and political discrimination charges. But he
issued pardons last summer foi
anyone other than himself whc
could face charges in the case.
Fletcher did not make any
appointments to the Murray
State University board of
regents after rejecting six candidates recommended to him earlier this month. The Murray board
is looking to replace Chairman
Don Sparks, whose term ended
on June 30.
Fletcher also on Saturday
reappointed Florence resident
Charles H. Brown, a vice president
at
Toyota
Motor
Engineering and Manufacturing.
to the Northern Kentucky
University board of regents.

From Front
$800 to Chandler in 2003 and
another $500 to House Speaker
Jody Richards in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary earlier
that year.
Turner has twice donated
$1,000 to Fletcher's gubernatorial campaign, once in 2003, and
again last month, according to
state records. Meyer also gave
$1,000 to Fletcher's re-election
campaign in June, and gave a
total of $1,500 to the campaign
in 2003. Patterson gave $250 in
2003.
Roberts, an attorney with
Frost Brown Todd in Louisville,
gave $500 to Fletcher in 2003,
according to the state registry.
Earlier this week, state prosecutors investigating hiring practices by the Fletcher administration named Roberts as an unindieted coconspirator in an

II Chamber ...
From Front

Kennedy

Griffin

be announced. And, the Chamber will honor the
Citizen of the Year and the Agribusiness of the
Year. Small, Medium and Large Business of the
Year will be awarded. All community awards are
being sponsored by the Murray Ledger & Times.
The members of the 2006 Leadership Murray
graduating class will also be recognized at the
banquet.
"This is the biggest event of the year for our
Chamber." said Tab Brockman, Chamber
Executive Director. "This is the time our membership comes together to honor our community's business leaders and recognize the hard work
of many of our most successful individuals and
companies. We are excited to hear the comments
of the new leaders at Murray State and looking
forward to working with them in the future."

IN Pets...
From Front
ly returned in a matter of hours
because the person that had it
was on our e-mail list."
The tagging/identification
program kicked off in March
and, so far, about 500 animals
have been microchipped in
Calloway County.
"The more animals we do the
more we will be able to return
home," she said. "So many animals get loose or get away and

they are never reunited. It is so
important to have a mechanism
to get them back home."
Hodge said she is also looking for volunteers that will take
part in the Society's animal
advocate e-mail list and is
requesting they call her for more
information. To contact Hodge
about the microchipping program, to volunteer to be an animal advocate, or donate to
Humane Society programs, call
759-1884.

INCREDIBLE VISION
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
works You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery. monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
Where your ideas turn to gold
Cniversity Square • 305-D North 12th • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1141

If you are now using single vision gas perrnable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
to come in and try these lens.
Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
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heat on tap this week
DETROIT
AP)
Scorching heat again built up
over the Plains and Upper
Midwest early Monday as the
furnace-like air that blistered
California last week settled over
the nation's midsection.
Numerous heat warnings
were in place from Michigan to
Oklahoma, with high temperatures expected to climb into the
90s or 100s, and sparking thun-
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derstorms along its eastern edge.
The heat WaVe was keeping
thousands huddled in their airconditioned homes as many
poor and homeless people sweat
it out or head for cooling centem.
The combination of temperatures in the mid to upper 90s and
high humidity threatened to
make it feel like 100 degrees to
105 degrees in the Lower

Peninsula.
In western Upper Michigan,
highs ranging from 97 to 102
degrees combining with high
humidity could make it feel as
hot as 110 degrees to unprotect-.
ed skin, forecasters said.
In Minneapolis, temperatures
are expected to be near triple
digits in the metro area and dew
points were expected to be high
today, meteorologists said.
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Mayfield Messenger/AP Photo

JUSTICE FOR JESSICA: National Action Network civil rights investigator Alton
McDonald addresses those gathered on the front lawn of the Graves County Courthouse
Saturday in Mayfield, Ky., at the sixth annual rally held for Jessica Currin, 18, who was
discovered brutally murdered behind Mayfield Middle School on Aug. 1, 2000. Six years
later, Joe Currin, Jessica's father, is still waiting for police to find his daughter's killer.
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Lawmakers calls for
Fletcher to re-establish
Energy Cabinet
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky needs to
re-establish the Energy Cabinet to help deal with
developing alternatives to oil imports, Kentucky
House Majority Leader Rocky Adkins said
Sunday.
Adkins, in a speech to the Energy and
Environment Committee of the Southern
Legislative Conference in Louisville, said reviving the office that was abolished in the early 1990s
would "send a clear message and unmistakable
message that here in Kentucky we are serious
about providing a leadership role in the national
pursuit of energy independence."
"Because the national energy crisis continues
to escalate, I am now convinced that as state leaders, we must intensify our efforts to find a solution," Adkins said, adding that he made the request
to Fletcher in a letter Friday.
Gov. Julian Carroll created the Kentucky
Egiergy Cabinet during the oil crisis of the 1970s
to coordinate state efforts to develop coal gasification and liquefaction projects. But those projects

faded and the cabinet was abolished in the early
1990s. Kentucky currently has the office of
Energy Policy within the Fletcher administration's
Commerce Cabinet.
Giving the agency cabinet status will ensure
that its proposals get the attention of the highest
levels of state government, Adkins said.

Health groups pushing
smoking ban in northern
Kentucky
BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A coalition of
health groups and anti-smoking advocates is trying to ban smoking in a Cincinnati suburb in
northern Kentucky.
The group, which includes the Northern
Kentucky Independent Health District, the
American Cancer Society and Northern Kentucky
Action, an umbrella organization of anti-smoking
groups, is polling residents and businesses in
Campbell County about a possible countywide
smoking ban.
The group began its work last year and is pushing the Campbell County Fiscal Court to vote on
the ban.

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.

The Fastest Growing
Financial Institution

AMD to buy ATI
This week we have some hot
industry news. Processor manufacturer AMD is set to purchase
Video Card manufacturer ATI!
We have been quietly reading
all we can about this accusation. This could have a major
impact on the battlefield
between
Intel and
AMD.This
update on
the merger
comes to us
from an artick by Eric
Bangeman
dated July
24, 2006 on
Rota
a website I
read often,
By Lee Hatcher Ars Technia,
Columnist
(http://arstechnica.com/news.ar
s/post/20060724-7328.html).
At the beginning of the summer, an industry analyst made
headlines by saying that an
AMD acquisition of ATI was
imminent. As is usually the
case with such rumors that do
not immediately come to psi,
the story simmered down after
a couple of weeks. It looks as
though the deal may be on after
all. Yesterday, the boards of
AMD and All approved the
deal whereby AMD would
acquire the Canadian graphics
card maker for $5.4 billion.
Not long after the news of
the possible acquisition became
public. Ams took a look at the
technologies and finances
involved in a marriage of the
CPU and GPU makers. From
AMD's perspective, the deal
makes sense because it would
address a weak spot in the
company's lineup: the lack of a
complete CPU and chipset
solution like Intel has. It would
also help AMD in the enthusiast market, as All's dual-card
Crossfire setup is not supported
on the new Intel 965 chipset.
From a financial standpoint,
the deal is definitely doable for
AMD. As of the close of trading on Friday. All had a market
cap of $4.2 billion, while AMD
has an $8.84 billion market
cap. AMD's latest 8-K filing,

100
million!

dated July 20, 2006 indicates
that it has $2.53 billion in cash
on hand, making a combined
cash and stock acquisition feasible. It's a combination cash
and stock deal, where AMD
will pay All shareholders theequivalent of $20.47 per share
— $16.40 of that will be cash,
the rest AMD stock.
This will definitely shake up
the CPU and graphics card
markets. There is no doubt that
All would continue to develop,
and sell standalone PCIe-based
graphics cards. Buying All will
eventually free AMD from its
current reliance on companies
such as VIA for chipsets, as the
combined company could
churn out chipsets tailored for
AMD systems. It will also give
it an alternative to Intel's integrated graphics systems.
Perhaps most strangely, it could
lead to a situation where AMD
makes money off the sale of
Intel systems with ATI graphic,
cards.
The deal also gives AMD
an entry into the cell phone and
digital TV markets, as All
makes chips for those products.
One possible bump in the
post acquisition road would be
AMD's relationship with
NVIDIA. Currently, AMD benefits from having both NVIDIA
and All developing graphics
cards for its platform. NVIDIA
also is a major provider of
chipsets for AMD systems.
NVIDIA could be driven into
some sort of strategic partnership with Intel to counter a
combined AMD and ATI. AMI)
will need to convince NVIDIA
that it will be treated evenly
and given the same access to
technical information necessarN,
to continue supporting and
competing on the AMD platform.
Should the deal be approved
by ATI shareholders, the acquisition will be completed during
4Q 2006. What does this mean
for us? Better all-in-one modi
erboards with graphics cards on
the board that are top of the
line and better pricing. I also
think that we will see the
graphics card become a part of
the motherboard and not a card

in Calloway County!

that has to be inserted into a
slot.
Please send your questions
or comments about the column
to the_pcdoctor@charternet.
And remember: A data backup
a day helps keep the PC Doctor
away.

210 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY. KENTUCKY • 270.753.7921

AT MURRAY CALLO WAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL,
building better health care
continues now with the completion
of the Spring Creek Health Care
Nursing and Rehab Center.

CARE FOR A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE,
ONE Of THE LARGEST REHABILITATION and skilled
nursing facilities in Kentucky, Spring (reek provides
therapy and services to help our residents lead more
independent and fulfilling lives. Our services are not
just limited to long-term tore; Spring (reek is the
area's best choice for recovery after surgery or
injuries to get our patients bock to their life in the
best health, and as quickly as possible
Spring (reek features a beautiful new kitchen and dining area, as well as a fully-eguipped rehabilitation facility,
staffed by our skilled physical, occupational and speech therapists. And with the convenience of in-house
diagnostic services, our patients and residents never have to leave the comfort of Spring (reek's surroundings
TO FIND OUR MORE ABOUT SPRING(MK.(All 767-3660 or VISIT www.springueekhealth org.

r't Spring' Creek Health Care
MUM NURSING Et REHAB CENTER
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

BUILDING BETTER
HEALTH CARE.
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Unnecessary
political moves
FRANKFORT - It was so unnecessary.
That's what I keep thinking about the personnel initiative
to get Republicans into state Merit and non-Merit System
jobs after Gov. Ernie Fletcher took office in December 2003.
It's that initiative, of course, that ended in Fletcher's
indictment here on misdemeanor charges,
and likely will doom any chance Fletcher
has of winning re-election to a second
term next year.
Just so unnecessary.
When you read the e-mails and memos
written by top administration officials about
the personnel initiative, you get the idea
they were in a full-court panic to move
Republican supporters into jobs held by
Democrats.
API* Or
Of the thousand or so higher-level
Not
administrative positions in state government,
By Todd Duvall that's no problem. Those non-Merit
employees serve at the pleasure of the
Syndicated
governor and may be fired for just about
Columnist
any reason.
When the first Republican governor took
office in three decades, those non-Merit administrators
expected the worst and began making plans if and when the
worst came about.
But it was the way the new administration went about
putting Republicans into jobs covered by the Merit System
job protection that led to the special grand jury, indictments,
pardons and Fletcher's political doom.
Again, entirely unnecessary. .
With a little bit of patience - and a thorough reading of
the Merit System statutes - the administration could have
given out jobs to thousands of Republicans who qualified for
those jobs.
The state bureaucracy is not some huge monolithic entity
that is forever, frozen and static. On any given day, there are
'hundreds of job openings posted on state computers, lists
maintained by the Personnel Cabinet.
State employees die and they retire. They get sick of the
paperwork and quit, or they get a promotion into a new
position. They go to work for other state governments, or
for local governments around Kentucky. They get offers from
the private sector they can't refuse. They occasionally get
fired for good reason.
Over the course of a year, those job openings have to be
filled, whether it's a road worker, nurse, prison guard or
secretary. And there is absolutely no reason why registered
Republicans could not have filled those and many other jobs
legitimately and lawfully.,
If the annual attrition rate among state employees is a
low 5 percent, that represents 1.5(X) for so job openings
available. If it is nearer to I() percent. that translates into
about 3,(X)0 jobs a year for Fletcher's administration to fill.
Over the course of a four-year term, between 6,(XX) and
12,((X) Merit 'System positions could have been filled legally
by qualified Republicans. Double that possibly over an eightyear period.
But they were in such a hurry. t Inderstandably. pressure
was coming at the new administration alter 30 years in the
political wilderness to reward Fletcher's supporters with jobs.
That's fine and expected with non-Merit appointments. It's
not tine when the hit lists include employees given job protection by the Merit System.
To have been patient, watched over the job opening listings, counseled eager applicants to wait for an available job
might have angered a few hundred supporters who wanted a
job under any circumstances, but far better hundreds of disgruntled job seekers than indictments, pardons. unindicted coconspirators and reputations forever muddied by scandal.
All so unnecessary.
Chinese water torture update: Fletcher's 2003 statewide
campaign finance chairman. Paducah businessman Billy Harper, told The Paducah Sun last week he is seriously considering challenging Fletcher in next year's Republican pnmary.
This is the man who raised more than $5 million for Fletcher's campaign for governor.
"With all that's gone on. I think Kentuckians need an
option, and I'm willing to be that option." Harper said.
Drip. Dnp. Drip...
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Laws passed to
protect your privacy
With LOI1SLIIIIer fraud on the rise.
protection of your privacy has become
increasingly important. Several bills
passed during the 2006 Regular Session
of General Assembly
will assist in protecting your privacy.
These bills became
law on July 12,

2006.

Consumers will
be allowed to take
steps to protect the
release of information in their credit
report when their
Legislative idenrity
may have
Update
been used frauduBy Rep. Melvin lently.
Henley
House Bill 54
R-Murray
requires the consumer reporting
agency to place a security freeze on a
report no later than 10 business days
after receiving a written, request. This
new law will also prohibit the release
of a consumer report to a third party
without written authorization from the
consumer if a freeze is in place. However. the third party is permitted to
treat an application for credit as incomplete it they request access to a report
that has been frozen.
Consumers can request a security
trecie for up to seven years. or may

request the freeze to be temporarily
account number will not be public
lifted. The consumer reporting agency
record. The court clerk is required to
will impose a charge for the initial
allow certain parties access to the
placing, temporarily lifting, or removing
information. However, personal identia security freeze. The charge may be
fiers may be accessed by a party to y
increased annually.
the case, attorney, judge, court personThere are numerous situations in
nel, Cabinet for Health and Family Serwhich a security freeze does not apply
vices, or a person authorized by the
i.e. federal, state or local governments,
including law enforcement and courts; a court.
private collection agency that is
I will continue to update you on
attempting to collect an existing debt of what we accomplished during this
legthe consumer; and child support
islative session If you would like addienforcement agencies. Consumers should
tional information or to share your
check with the reporting agency to
views, I can be reached at home or
clarify who is exempt from the freeze.
through
the toll-free message line at I House Bill Ill deletes the requirement for the inclusion of Social Securi- 800-372-7181. Those with hearing
impairments may leave messages for
ty numbers on marriage licenses. A
Social Security number shall be request- me by calling the TTY message Line
ed as a means of identification of each
at 1-800-896-0305. If you have internet
party, but shall not be recorded on the
access you can e-mail me at•
marriage license or certificate. The
melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gov
Social Security number shall be forYou may also keep up to date
warded to the Cabinet for Health and
through the Kentucky Legislature Home
Family Services and the number shall
be stored with a non-identifying numer- Page http://www.Irc.ky.gov and through
ic. The Social Security number shall
my personal web
not be available for public release.
pagehttp://webpages.charter.net/mhenley/.
Protection of personal identifiers in
domestic relation cases was addressed
State Representative Melvin B. Henin House Bill 424. Cases in which the
ley represents the 5th House District
disclosure of a personal identifier such
LS a Social Security number, name of a which includes Calloway and Trigg
minor child, date of birth, or financial
counties.
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Obituaries
Rim Helen M. Beal

11111111

Mrs. Helen M. heal, 91, South Eighth Street, Murray, died
!Saturday, July 29, 2006, at her home.
A retired third-grade school teacher, she had been a member of
'Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood for 56 years. She had been a 56year member of First United Methodist Church, where she was also
a member of Gleaners Sunday School Class, Primetimers and
Wesleyan Circle.
She was married July 24, 1936, to Nathan T. Beal, who died May
414, 1995. Also preceding her in death were one daughter, Sue Lynn
Thompson; one grandson, Stephen Thompson; four sisters, Olive
Harden, Bina Harden, Edna Driskill and Sue Harney; and one
brother, Orvil Horton Jr. Born Sept. 13, 1914, in Ponca City, Okla.,
she was the daughter of the late Orvil Horton Sr. and Lora M. Fouts
Horton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Robinson and husband, Mike, Germantown, Tenn., and Mrs. Melanie Jo Moffett and
husband, Donald Eugene II, San Francisco, Calif.; three grandchildren, Michelle McDearman and husband, Robert, Sherwood, Ark.,
Christopher Robinson, Morris, Ill., and Donald Eugene Moffett III
and wife, Rosalind, Tampa, Fla.; three great-grandchildren, Jackson
Joseph, Catherine Grace and Madeline Jo Moffett.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Murray. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a charity of your choice in
memory of Helen M. Beal.

1

Mrs. Willodean Brandon
Mrs. Willodean Brandon, Aurora Highway, Benton, died Sunday,
July 30, 2006, at II a.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Esther Beam
Mrs. Esther Beam, 97, Dexter, died Saturday, July 29, 2006, at
Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City.
She was a member of First Christian Church, Murray. Her husband, Richmond Beam; one son, Joseph Eugene Beam; two sisters,
Rose Roglinski and Leah Reed; and one brother, John Masso, all
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Eugene and
Marie Masso.
Survivors include one son, Rich Beam, Dexter; one brother,
Charles Masso, Erie, Pa.; five grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren. The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. at North Salem Christian
Church, North Salem, Ind. Rev. John Gossett will officiate. Burial
will follow in the K of P Cemetery, Lizton. Ind. Visitation will be at
Robert G. Porter Funeral Home, North Salem, from 4 to 8 p.m.
Thursday. Local arrangements were by Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home, Benton. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
the American Cancer Society, do Betty Haley,6935 Brewers Hwy.,
Benton, Ky., 42025.
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Howard L. Odom, 78, Hickory, died Saturday, July 29, 2006, at
7:50 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A farmer and a retired rnaintenailce mechanic at Continental
General Tire, he was a member of Gospel Assembly Church,
Dawson Springs. He was the son of the late Aldon Wayne Odom and
Mary E. Summerville Odom.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Frances Adams Odom; one
daughter, Mrs. Jincy Wayne Rowland and husband, Butch, Hickory;
two stepdaughters, Pamela Shay, Murray, and Rhonda Crittendon.
Wingo;one stepson, Michael Adams,Gob;three stepgrandchildren;
four stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Clyde Sharber, Rev. Gene Driver and
Rev. Harley Langley will officiate. Pallbearers will be Ray Keith
Mathis, Joey Thompson, Jamie Thompson, Harlan Parchman, Jack
Brooks and Larry Odom. Burial will follow in the Woollawn
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Node Gamin
The funeral for Mrs. None Geurin will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dennis Norvell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation will be
at the funeral home from 9 to 11 a.m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Geurin, 98, Sir Echo Drive, Kingsport, Tenn., formerly of
Calloway County, died Friday, July 28, 2006, at 1a30 a.m. at Life
Care Center, Gray,Tenn. A homemaker, she was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Her husband, Bennie Geurin, and one brother, Eunice
Cunningham, preceded her in death. Born March 20, 1908, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Charlie Wilburn
Cunningham and Anna Augusta Erwin Cunningham. Survivors
include one son, Bill Geurin and wife, Maureen, Kingsport; one sister, Mrs. Louise Geurin, Murray; one brother, Hubert Cunningham,
Mayfield; three grandchildren. Steven Geurin, Morehead, Phillip
Geurin, Bowling Green, and Debra Smith. Kingsport eight greatgrandchildren.

Bush: Cease fire between Israel,
Hezbollah remains conditional
MIAMI (AP) — The Bush
administration remains adamant
any Mideast cease-fire arrangement be accompanied by preconditions assuring a long-lasting peace, even as Israel cut
short a halt in the bombing and
launched new strikes in southern
Lebanon.
An earlier agreement by
Israel for a 48-hour pause in the
bombing had given Bush some
breathing room, and the president scheduled a meeting with
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice at the White House this
afternoon after a series of
appearances in Florida.
The administration already
had been immersed in tough
diplomacy before Sunday, with
Rice flying around the world
and U.S. officials conferring
steadily with Counterparts at the
United Nations, when international outrage flared: Israel had
launched an air strike that leveled a building in the village of
Qana, killing at least 56
Lebanese, mostly women and
children.
Israel later suspended air
attacks on south Lebanon for 48
hours. But this morning, its air
force carried out a fresh wave of
air strikes near the village of
Taibe. The army said the strikes
were meant to protect ground
forces operating in the area and
were not targeting anyone or
anything specific.
Hezbollah guerrillas attacked
an Israeli tank in southern
Lebanon, wounding three soldiers, the military said. The
attack occurred near the villages
of Kila and Taibe on border,
where Israeli ground forces have
been fighting Hezbollah guerrillas for nearly two weeks.
State Department spokesman
Adam Ereli had noted in a statement late Sunday that, in connection with the halt in bombing, "Israel, of course, has
reserved the right to take action
against targets preparing attack
against it."
Bush on Sunday had renewed
his call for a "sustainable peace"
and cautioned Israel to spare
civilians in its military attacks
on the Hezbollah militia.
But he stopped short of calling for an immediate cease-fire,
opting instead for a United
Nations resolution calling for
Hezbollah to lay down its arms
and an international force to
help the Lebanese Army keep
the peace.
"It's a tragic occasion when
innocent people are killed, and
so our sympathies go out to
those who lost their lives today,
and lost their lives throughout
this crisis," Bush said before a
1-ball game held on the White
House South Lawn just before
he left for Miami.
Bush monitored the crisis
through phone calls with his top

Mrs. Nina Whitney Babcock
A memorial service for Mrs. Nina Whitney Babcock will be
today (Monday) at 4 p.m. at St. Mark's Episcopal Church.
Louisville. Burial will follow in Cave Hill Cemetery with arrangements by Pearson Funeral Home, Louisville.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Louisville
or St. Mark's Episcopal Church. Mrs. Babcock, 75, Louisville, died
Friday, July 28, 2006, at the Episcopal Church Home.
Survivors include three children. Whitney Babcock (Libby).
Louisville, Squire Babcock, Murray, and Meme Babcock Smith
(Mark), Traverse City, Mich.; six grandchildren; four great-grand'children.
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An elderly Lebanese is carried through the rubble after emerging from a shelter with the help
of journalists during a lull in the fighting in the village of Bint Jbeil, southern Lebanon this morning. The village has been the focal point of heavy fighting in recent days between Hezbollah
guerrillas and Israeli troops.
advisers as images of children's immediate cease-fire.
the broader deal it seeks. "We
bodies in the building's ruins
While he mourned the have to speed this whole process
flashed on television screens deaths, Bush continued to press up," Blair said. "This has got to
across the world. Bush spoke for what he believes will be a stop and stop on both sides."
three times with Rice, who cut longer-lasting cessation of vioRice, who met with Israeli
short her diplomatic mission in lence.
leaders on Sunday, scuttled her
the Mideast and headed back to
The U.N. Security Council trip to Lebanon after the bombWashington.
met a day after a draft resolution ing, which inflamed sentiment
Before leaving Jerusalem on was circulated calling for an against the United States and
Monday, Rice told reporters she immediate halt to the fighting Israel. Some 5,000 protesters
would seek a cease-fire agree- and seeking a wide new buffer gathered in downtown Beirut,
ment as well as a long-term set- zone in south Lebanon moni- attacking a U.N. building, burntlement in the conflict this week tored by an international force ing American flags and shoutthrough a U.N. Security Council and the Lebanese army.
ing: "Destroy Tel Aviv! Destroy
resolution.
As diplomacy dragged on, Tel Aviv!"
"I am convinced that only by impatience rose.
Bush, however, stuck to his
achieving
both
will the
Lebanese Prime Minister travel plans. His trip to Miami,
Lebanese people be able to con- Fuad Saniora said the talk of a like his recent one to Chicago, is
trol their country and their larger peace package must wait part of a public-relations effort
future, and the people of Israel until the firing stops. British aimed at boosting his low standfinally be able to live free of Prime Minister Tony Blair, who ing in polls and bolstering the
attack from terrorist groups in spoke on the phone with Bush chances of the Iteptfblican Party
Lebanon," she said.
on Sunday, said Washington in this fall's midterm elections.
But after Rice departed, must work faster to put together
hopes the two-day halt in bombing would become a longer term
cease-fire dimmed when Israel's
Great Company
defense minister, Amir Peretz,
told parliament that Israel would
"expand and strengthen" its
attack on Hezbollah.
"It's forbidden to agree to an
\u l'on In Good lIttsls ,
immediate cease-fire," Peretz
DaN kaniQ Allstate
said.
As the president flew to
( \I I (
\ I 2i1i St • Stiii, f. • \
Florida on Sunday, the U.N.
..m
Security Council met in emergency session and passed a
\
H)SIL. III "I\I
I II I
statement expressing "extreme
shock and distress" overlsrael's
Urgent news for people who took
bombing of civilians. U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
sharply criticized world leaders
— implicitly Washington — for
ignoring his previous calls for an
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Mrs. Modell Wadkins Newsome
The funeral for Mrs. Modell Wadkins Newsome was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Billie
Miner and Dr. Ronnie Stinson officiated.
7 Pallbearers were Andy Newsome. Teddy Newsome, Sammie
Tucker, Jimmy McBee, Barry Mason and Richard Mason, active,
Kim Reeves, George Retland, Barry Newsome and Joseph Watson,
honorary. Burial was in the Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Newsome, 98, Gobo community, died Thursday, July 27,
2006, at 12:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Connie Newsome, three sisters and five brothers all preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Joseph Wadkins and
Ida Jane Ainglin Wadkins. Survivors include one son. Audrey Lee
Newsome and wife, Gerelene, Gobo community; one grandson.
. Howard Lee Newsome and wife, Natalie, Jackson, Mo.; one granddaughter. Mrs. Canna Benetua and husband, Adel, Lake Stevens.
Wash.; four great-grandchildren.
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COMMUNITY
Student receives funding
for scholarly project
Annette Fowler, a senior brominated diphenyl ethers
chemistry major and McNair (PBDErs)in fish from the coastal
Program scholar at Murray State waters off Savannah, Ga. She
University. was recently award- plans to submit her project for
ed an Undergraduate Research presentation at the Kentucky
and Scholarly Activity grant Academy of Science's annual
meeting being held in Novemof $500.
Her project is titled: Trace ber on the campus of MoreLevel Analysis of Polybiromi- head State University.
nated Diphenyl Ethers in Fish
Fowler plans to continue her
Tissue Extracts Using a Gas involvement with undergraduChromatograph-Electron Cap- ate research at Murray State
ture Detector.
University and later attend gradFowler recognized her fac- uate school with aspirations of
ulty mentor, Dr. Bommanna obtaining her doctorate.
Loganathan, associate profesMurray State University's
sor of chemistry, as someone Office
of
Undergraduate
she admires.
Research and Scholarly Activ"She expressed an interest ity administers the grant proin doing research on environ- gram that encourages collabomental pollutants, their levels rative research, scholarly, and
in the environment and their creative experience between
effect on humans and other undergraduate students and facanimals," said Loganathan.
ulty by providing financial supFowler's project will pro- port for supplies, equipment and
vide base-line data on Poly- research-related travel.

KenlakeLadlesGelf
Kenlake State Resort Park
Ladies Golf League had its
regular -game of golf on
Wednesday morning following
a breakfast at the lodge at 8:30
tin. Sixteen ladies attended.
Winning first place from the
game was Sue Thetford. Second place was won by Kay
Lockhart. Eighth place was
V.1)11 by Joanne Wardynski and
Marion Adkins.
The league is preparing for

its September Invitational. The
Two Ladies Scramble will be
Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 8 a.m.
for a continental breakfast and
tee time set for 9 a.m. The
Price is $30 and this covers
your green fee, cart and lunch.
If you would like to play,
contact Ina Horton, 98 Lake
Dr., Benton, KY 42025 or call
1-270-354-9346. Cut off will
be after 36 players sign up for
the event.

CollegeNews
Ashley D'Elia Byerly, a jun- Spring Baptist Church.
ior at Murray State UniversiByerly is the daughter of
ty, participated in a study abroad • Terry and Bonnie Byerly, and
program in May in South Korea.
the granddaughter of Jackie
A social work major from and Glenda Byerly.
Murray, Byerly is a 2002 gradPresident of Service and
uate ot Calloway County High Ministry for All. Byerly is also
s,hool and attends Poplar active in the Baptist Campus
Ministry.
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HAPPENINGS

Michelle Bennett, a senior
at Murray State University in
Murray, . is participating in a
study abroad program in Korea.
A chemistry major and biology minor, Bennett is from Murray.
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Need Line lists special needs
to fill baskets for clients
Need Line of Murray and Calloway
County has listed special needs for items
to fill the baskets for the clients.
Needed are beef stew, rice, spinach,
salmon and sauerkraut for pantry; dish
liquid, deodorant for men and women,
shampoo and bath tissue for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies; bread, eggs
and fresh vegetables for cooler/freezer;
large brown paper bags.
These may be taken to the Need Line
lo's
building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray,
Datebook between
the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
By Jo Burkeen
Monday through Friday. A United Way
Community
agency, Need Line may be called at 753Editor
6333.
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Writing portfolios available
Photo provided

Pictured, from left, are Pat Stewart, Charlotte Harris, Mike
Smith and Darrell Duncan, members of Scottish Highlands
who presented a program at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club.

Kiwanis Club hears
program on Western
Kentucky Highland Games
Charlotte Harris of Paducah was the guest speaker at Murray Kiwanis Club's weekly
meeting on Thursday.
She told the Kiwanians about
a new event coming to Murray this fall: the Western Kentucky Highland Games, which
will be held Sept.r IS, 16, and
17. Harris, chairperson for the
festival, said " that she is excited about the games coming to
Murray and Calloway County.
There is a lot of Scotch-Irish
heritage in Murray and Calloway County. This will be
a great opportunity for families to be entertained and learn
about their heritage."
This event has formerly been
held in Paducah. but will be
moving this year to Murray.
Hopefully this will be the first
of many such events being
held here. The event this year
is dedicated in memory of the
late Tom Murray, who was
very encouraging to those who

started the Highland Festival.
The events will start on Friday evening with opening activities and a "ceilidh" (a Scottish gathering for story telling
and singing). The activities
will continue Saturday at the
Central Park with three groups
of entertainers: Scottish dancers,
a parade of Tartans, and a bagpipe band from Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Admission will be $5 for
adults and free for children
under 12 that are accompanied
by an adult. There will be
games such as the hammer
throw and food vendors with
a variety of items. Clan tents
and a genealogy tent are
planned, with information on
Scottish families' heritage.
The event will close on Sunday morning with a program.
in Wrather Auditorium at the
West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University.

ladiesofMurrayCountryClub
Ladies of the Murray Country Club held their regular day
of golf play last Wednesday
at the club.
Cyndi Coh(x)n, hostess, has
released the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Jo Purdom, low gross. and Sue
Outland, low net:
First Flight - Cyndi Cohoon,
low gross, and Freda Steely
and Teresa Betts tied tor low
net;
Second flight - lnus Orr,

low gross. and Marilyn Adkins,
low net:
Third flight - Norma Frank,
low gross, and Sheila Lipsey,
low net:
Nine Holers - Rainey Apperson,
Low putts - Bobby Ann Lee.
Because of the Betty Shepard Golf Tournament at the
Oaks Country Club on Aug.
2, Murray Country Club lady
golfers will be paired at the
tee on Aug. 9. For information, contact Ann Brown.

Ladles°,theOaks
The Ladies Golf of Oaks
Country Club played last
Wednesday with a scramble
format.
First place winners were
Della Miller. Shirley Jenstrom.
Irene Woods and Mary, Alice
Smith.
Second place winners were
Laura Parker. Shirley Wade and
Kitty Steele. (Extra shot was
taken).
Mary Alice Smith and Laura

Parker served as hostesses.
The annual Betty Shepard
Golf Tournament will be
Wednesday. Registration will
begin at 8 a.m. with refreshments served. Tee-off will begin
at 9 a.m.
The line-up for the tournament can be made in the sports
section of the Murray Ledger
limes today. For more information call Della Miller, chairperson, at 753-2721.

GolfatSullivan's
In the Ladies 4-Ball golf
scramble played at Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course and Sports
Center last Thursday. the team
of Loretta Mann. Kathy Nash.
Joanne Honefanger and Jamie
Mullins placed first with .1
score of 55 and,having a birdie
on countback hole No. 117
Stanley Edwards had a chipin On hole No. 14. Honefanger
and Mullins had chip-ins on
holes No. 17 and 7 respectfully.
The team of Janice Curd,

ha Usher and Gayle Weaver
placed second also with a score
of 55 also.
In Seniors Couples 4-ball
scramble, the team of Freda
and Bobbie Elkins and Jamie
and Jerrell Mullins placed first
with it score of 46.
The team of Dotty and Frank
Holt. Pnscilla and Wes Holt,
and Stanley Edwards and Larry
Belew placed second with a
score of 49. Holt had a chipin on hole No. 14.

- Murray. ley 42011

Calloway County High School announces that seventh grade
writing portfolios are available for pick-up in the school's main
office. Any student of the 2006 graduating class that attended
Calloway County Middle School during their seventh grade
school year may pick up portfolios from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
until Sept. 1, 2006. At that time, any portfolios remaining will
be destroyed.

Miller Golf Course plans event
Miller Memorial Golf Course invites all ladies to a potluck
and golf scramble on Tuesday at 9 am. Golf will begin at 9
a.m. with lunch to be served after play. This is open to all
ladies. The cost for golf is $8 for members and $15 for non
members.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo every Tuesday
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local,
national and international charities. For more information call
293-7061.

CCHS lists special dates
Pick up schedules dates Calloway County High School will
be from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 3 p.m. on Thesday for seniors; Wednesday for juniors; Thursday for sophomores; Friday
for freshmen. If you missed your assigned day, come any day
afterwards. Freshmen and New Student Orientation will be
Aug. 7 at 6 p.m. in the school gym.

Touchdown Club will meet
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the field house to discuss Meet the
Lakers night. All members and interested persons are invited.

Al-Anon meeting

Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
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Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

TOPS meeting on Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet at University
Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart on Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the
carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information
call Joyce at 761-1491 or Amy at 435-4054.

Youth Sports Association will meet
The Youth Sports Association (YSA) will have its annual
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce building. New officers for the 20062007 fiscal year will be elected. Membership of the YSA is
encouraged to attend. For more information contact Mickey
McCuiston via e-mail at wrrun1004@msn.com or by phone at
753-8844.

Neighborhood Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight at j,
p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Guest speakers will
be Trooper Barry Meadows of the Kentucky State Police and
a representative of the Calloway Sheriff Larry Roberts office.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on KY, Hwy. 464,
east- of Almo, according to William Dixon, master.

Fort Heiman Camp will meet
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the conference room of First
United Methodist Church Family Life Center. Those with Confederate ancestors and other interested persons are invited to
attend. For more information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

MMS softball tryouts today
Murray Middle School softball tryouts will be today from
6 to 7 p.m. at Murray High School softball field.

Extension meeting tonight
Calloway County Extension Council will meet tonight at 7
p.m. at the Stahler Farm. For more information call the extension office at 753-1452.
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Kentuckians encouraged to visit
state's many farmers' markets
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Fresh
tomatoes, peppers, sweet corn,
apples, peaches and much more
the available for Kentucky families
to
buy
at
the
Commonwealths 103 farmers'
markets.
Agnculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer
urges all Kentuckians to join in
the celebration of Farmers'
Market Week Aug. 6-12.
"Farmers' markets give consumers a place to buy fresh
Kentucky Proud fruits and vegetables raised just down the
road," Commissioner Farmer
Said. "Many markets also sell
meats, sauces, preserves, cut
flowers and other products,
fanners' market customers get
to meet the people who produce
the food, and they keep their
food dollars close to home."
"Your local farmers' market
is a great place to teach children
about where their food comes
from," said Janet Eaton, the
KDA's farmers' market program
coordinator. "Ask the farmers
questions - they are passionate
about their goods and would
love to talk about them. Look
for recipes. Try something new.
Above all, enjoy the sights,
sounds and tastes of your local
farmers' market."
The University of Kentucky
estimated farmers' market sales
in the state at $6-7 million in
2004, up from $5.4 million in
2003. UK says 75 percent of
Kentucky farmers directly sell
more than half of their produce
at places like farmers' markets.
Most Kentucky fanners'
markets are small and serve a
single county. The northern
Kentucky market in Covington
attracts producers from an 11county region. Some markets
have built permanent sites using
tobacco settlement funds. The
Anderson County market is
housed in a restored railroad
depot. The Henry County market has partnered with a local
Renaissance fair. Some markets
offer exotic or heirloom varieties of standard fanners' market fare. Some sell regional

Photo provided

Pictured, left to right, are members of the Calloway
County High School FFA Horse Judging Team: Alex
Norsworthy, Courtney Fuqua (second high scorer in the
contest), Rachel Talent (third high scorer) and Lauren
Harlen.

Calloway FFA Horse
Judging Team takes state
TOM BERRY/Ledger 8. Times

Sellers of fresh, farm-grown produce and their customers filled part of Calloway County
Courthouse Square Saturday morning for Murray Main Street's Saturday Market. The Murray
market, and others like it across the state, have been applauded by state Aghculture Secretary
Richie Farmer for providing the growers with an innovative way to sell their goods while providing a vital service to their customers.
favorites such as greasy beans in time to help form the Kentucky Association and the Kentucky
eastern Kentucky.
Farmers' Market Association;
Center for Agriculture and Rural
The Kentucky Department of
posted a registry of Development.
—
Agriculture provides many serv- Kentucky farmers' markets on
Farmers' market sales conices to Kentucky farmers' mar- the Web at www.kyagr.com;
tributed to farm income of more
provided promotional than $4.13 billion in Kentucky
kets. In the put year the
Department has:
items such as market bags and in 2004. UK experts say farm
— held four regional sum- price cards at cost;
receipts could again top $4 bilmits;
— put on cooking demon- lion and maybe even set a record
— conducted numerous other strations with Chef Nancy this year. Economists say a
educational programs and pro- Russman of Louisville using $100,000 increase in farm sales
vided technical assistance to Kentucky Proud farm products; creates up to five new jobs and
markets
the
throughout
— featured fanners' mar- generates another $200,000 in
Commonwealth;
kets and other produce outlets in economic activity.
— conducted a cost-share the Kentucky Proud marketing
More than 3,800 farmers'
program that has helped several campaign; and
markets operate throughout the
markets advertise;
— launched a farmers' mar- nation, the U.S. Department of
— published a comprehen- ket display contest in partner- Agriculture reported. USDA
sive farmers' market manual ship with the UK College of estimates nationwide farmers'
Cooperative market sales at more than $1 bilthat other states are using as a Agriculture's
model;
the lion.
Service,
Extension
— given $1,000 and staff Kentucky Farmers' Market

The Calloway County High School FFA Horse Judging
Team which won the Murray State Field Day last April has
claimed the Kentucky State title at the state horse judging
contest held at Morehead State University. Seven teams
from the state competed in four halter classes, two Quarter
horse and two Thoroughbred classes where the team members ranked four horses in each class from best to worst. The
contest also had two performance classes, one western pleasure and one hunter-under-saddle class.
The Laker FFA team will be competing in the National
Horse Judging contest at the FFA National Convention to be
held the last week of October in Indianapolis, Ind.

LBL's Homeplace presents
'Children's Day on the Farm'
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area will
host "Children's Day on the
Farm" Aug. 19.
Step back in time and experience a child's life on an 1850's
farm.
On , Saturday, The
Homeplace provides an opportunity for today's child to discover the hard work and fun
times experienced h), 1850's

children. Activities will include
an 1850's school, farm and
household chores, games and
toys and 1850-style entertainment.
The activities are ongoing
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. At least
one hour is suggested for participation. Program adoltssion fee
is $3 per person, ages 4 and
under are free. For more information, contact 924-2000.
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,4IALL OF FAME

CUBS 6, CARDINALS 3

Sutter closes
all induction
ceremony

•

AP

*tall of Famers Ozzie Smith, left, and Johnny Bench,
4ight, help Bruce Sutter during his induction on
;Sunday at the Baseball Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony in Cooperstown, N.Y.

"SUTTER'S BIG DAY IS
SHORT AND SWEET
::

COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. lems robbed his talent. He
:1AP)— Bruce Sutter's place finally retired after four sur:In baseball history is final- geries on his right arm.
ly secure, all those taunts
"The all answered a
ut the end of his career question that had been ongonow just a faded memory. ing for 13 years, a quesFor 17 players and exec- tion, quite frankly, that I
pitives from baseball's seg- would ask myself every year
regated past, their enshrine- at election time: 'Do you
ment
in
Cooperstown belong?" said Sutter, who
Censures their contributions had 300 saves in 12 years
to the game won't be for- in the major leagues. "The
soften.
thought of having my plaque
' Eighteen years after he beside the greatest players
Osung up.his spikes for good,•-who lam,ever played the
Sutter was inducted Sun- game is truly an honor and
:day into the Baseball Hall humbling experience.
;of Fame, finally making it
"I wish 1 could trot out
:after 13 years of waiting there and get that feeling
'quid
wondering.
again, but Father Time has
%
% "I am in awe," said Sut- caught up with Me," Sutter, who joined Hoyt Wil- ter said. "First, he took my
helm, Rollie Fingers and arm, then he took my hair,
Dennis Eckersley as the only then he took the color from
irelief pitchers in the Hall. my beard. But he did not
When I got the call in take the great friendships
%Uanuary, it brought closure and memories I have from
%to a baseball career that being a baseball player."
llid not end how I'd always
Sutter also shared the dais
ploped it would."
with 1.G. Taylor Spink
?
e Although Sutter was the Award
winner
Tracy
one player selected by the Ringolsby, a baseball writer
alaseball Writers' Associa- for more than three decades
lion of America, he was and current national columpart
i of the largest class of nist for the Rocky Mounductees in Hall of Fame tain News,and Ford C:Frick
'story. He joined 17 hon- Award winner Gene Elston,
:rrees from the Negro former broadcast voice of
:Leagues, including Effa Houston baseball.
•blanley, the first woman to
As he did during his
e so honored.
stellar career, Sutter was
•s, "It's a wonderful day," the closer on this day. And
aid Rachel Robinson, the he fought his emotions
.3vife of Jackie Robinson, throughout his speech,
'mho broke baseball's color which honored everybody
barrier 59 years ago. "I'm who helped him become
)/ery excited about it. It's the first Hall of Famer who
it long time coming. We're never started a game.
very, very proud of the
"This day is not about
stlegro Leaguers."
me. It's about all the peot: Sutter's last four years ple who helped me along
)",ere spent with Atlanta, the way. I would not be
3trid they were filled with standing here without them,"
boos after rotator-cuff prob- said Sutter.

Ronny Cedeno hits a solo home run during the second inning against St. Louis Sunday at Wrigley Field.

Clow)TAKES 4.FROM CENTRAL
DIVISON LEADERS IN WINDY CM
FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 1972

i

AP

St. Louis starting pitcher Chris Carpenter reacts after
giving up a solo home run to Chicago's Ronny Cedeno during the second inning Sunday.

CHICAGO (AP) — Carlos Zambrano's pledge to himself and
his teammates is a simple one. Pitch and play like you've still
got a chance.
It would take one of the great miracles in baseball history
to get the Chicage Cubs to the postseason. But they have played
better ball in the last week and on Sunday completed a rare
four-game sweep of the first-place St. Louis Cardinals behind
Zambrano.
"1 am one of the guys that thinks you never have to give
up," Zaunbrano said after outpitching Chris Carpenter to win his
ninth straight decision as the Cubs beat the Cards 6-3.
"When you have that 'X' that says you're eliminated, then
you give up. Not anybody in the league, not Kansas City, not
Pittsburgh, has that 'X' that says they are eliminated," Zaunbrano said.
"We're still fighting for something. We still have a chance
to do a lot of things."
After getting swept, the Cardinals improved their infield,
acquiring second baseman Ronnie Belliard from Cleveland for
Hector Luna in the latest move by the underachieving Indians.
Belliard, an All-Star in 2004, gives the NL Central-leading
Cardinals a steady, everyday second baseman for the stretch run.
St. Louis has used Aaron Miles and Luna at second this season, but neither has been particularly productive at the plate.
"Sometimes you have to seize the moment," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said. "This is our chance to win."
The Cubs (43-61) own their first four-game winning streak
since capturing five straight last July.
And Chicago's first four-game sweep of the Cardinals at
Wrigley Field since 1972 left the Cardinals 0-7 this season at
the Cubs' home park. The Cubs also swept a three-game home
series from the Cards in early April.
III See SWEEP,2B

NFL TRAINING CAMP

HEAT AND NFL CAMPS ARRIVE AT THE SAME TIME

AP

fiennessee Titans players Kyle Vanden Bosch (93)
d Albert Hayneswodh (92) try to cool down
between plays at football training camp in Clarksville
Sunday

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Wnter
As a coach. Mary Levy always ran relatively easy training camps. He's doing the
same as Buffalo's new general manager,
although that didn't keep the Bills from having the first player of the NFL preseason to
be hospitalized for heat-related problems.
That was John McCargo, Buffalo's second pick in the first round and the 26th
overall choice last April. The 295-pound
defensive tackle, was taken Saturday to a
hospital in the Rochester. N.Y., area, though
he was back at a light practice on Sunday.
"He just overextended himself." said his
agent, Hadley Engelhard.
"Overextend" is a word that many NFL
teams have been trying to avoid since the
death of Minnesota offensive tackle Korey
Stringer five years ago from heat stroke.
The concerns may he especially impor-

tant right now, when most of the country is
engulfed by a heat wave .that is blamed for
as many as 141 deaths in California High
temperatures and humidity in the East and
Midwest are expected to continue well into
next week.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said Sunday
that no new guidelines had been sent to
teams before camps this season, but that
those strengthened after Stringer's death in
2001 were still in force. They ensure that
players be monitored regularly by medical
personnel and that water and other drinks
to help avoid dehydration are at the practice facilities.
The Tennessee Titans opted for caution
Sunday by letting defensive tackle Albert
Haynesworth leave practice early with heatrelated dizziness. With humidity and the temperature making it feel like 105 degrees, the
Titans hit the field in full 'pads for the first

time in training camp Sunday afternoon.
Haynesworth was treated inside the Titans'
locker room at Austin' Peay State University and did not return.
"Albert went real hard early in practice
and got dizzy," coach Jeff Fisher said. "We're
not going to take any risks there, so we
took him in to cool him off."
Stringer's death also led to a gradual
change in policy by coaches, including cutting down on two-a-day practices in the
heat. Many coaches now alternate sessions
— two on one day, then one the next. And
more teams schedule practice at night, when
it's cooler.
"It was different in the old days," says
the 80-year-old Levy, the Hall of Famer
who took over as Buffalo's general manager this year, nine years after retiring AS the
SI See CAMPS,28
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Is sports' doping vial half-full or half-empty?
By JIM UTKE
AP Sports Columnist
Tour de France winner Hoy d
Landis and Olympic and world
100-meter champion Justin
Gatlin both got pulled over
recently for racing under the
influence of performanceenhancers.
The news may be even worse
than it sounds. •
Because instead of boasting
about how well the system
works, the authorities are too
busy casting a nervous eye on
the horizon. They have no idea
how many more "speeders" are
about to crest the hill. only
that the number is likely to
be more, than they are prepared to handle

The head of the international cycling terierauun acknowledged Sunday that he was considenng calling in real cops to
help police the doping in his
sport
"Of course it is sad it has
come to this," UCI president
Pat McQuaid said, "but it is
the way it has to be."
The head of the U.S.
Olympic Conunittee wondered
aloud whether the army would
be manpower enough.
If those gloomy assessments
reflect the current state of doping in cycling and track and
field,just imagine what's going
on in the games that pay top
dollar.
Not only do hike racers and

pected members of their professions, it begs the question
How many others are on the
Juice?
The credibility of every sport
depends on the answer, but
almost nobody accepts the
notion that the number caught
reflects an accurate count. Especially when names like Landis' and Gatlin's turn up on
the blotter. Because the thinking goes that if athletes with
that much ability and drive.
not to mention an unassailable
work ethic, can be lured into
risking everything to put themselves over the top, then more
than a few of the guys just
trying to cash checks from
week to week are doing the
same.

runners take home a fraction
of what big league sluggers or
big-time rtuuung backs make,
but both sports test athletes
more often for more substances
than just about any other in- and out-of-competition and have those samples analyzed in state-of-the-an labs
by the best scientists money
can buy.
Yet nobody in charge can
say with certainty whether the
vial is half-empty or half-full.
The fact that two of the
highest-profile performers in
their respective rackets got busted proves that nobody is above
the law. There is no arguing
with that. But since Landis and
Gatlin also happen to be among
the most respected and least sus-

Sweep
Lineups announced •
From Page 113
for Betty Shepard
Staff Report
Oaks Country Club will host the Betty Shepard Golf Tournament on Wednesday. The event will begin with a shotgun
start at 9 a.m. The lineups for the tournament are as follows:
Hole I: Carol Robertson/Louella Archer; Fay Brundige/Linda
Brann; Janet Alexander/Pam Hurt.
Hole 2: Lisa Carver/Della Miller; Peggy Noel/Jennifer Crouse;
Linda Burgess/Betty Jo Purdom.
Hole 3: Lynda Walton/Robin Richards; Debbie Ray/Janice
"l'hurrnond.
Hole 4: Martha Woolf/Beverly Solomon; Hilda Jackson/Verenda Johnson; Virginia Howard/Susan Oats.
Hole 5: Freda Steely/Peggy Shoemaker; Anna Lou Coleman/Gail
Weaver; Sharon Kelso/Kitty Steele.
Hole 6: Ve Sevems/Patsy Green; Pam Cohoon/Marilyn Adkins.
Hole 7: Sue Outland/Sherri Heeke; Mary Bogard/Leta Taylor: Vicki McLeary/Betty Vowell.
Hole 8: Donna Tucker/Ann Tynes; Gloria Thies/Loretta Earle',; Ina Horton/Sue Thetford.
Hole 9: Beth Easterwood/Joanie Cavanes; Judy Andrews/Peggy
Crews, Joy Greengrass/Betty Owen.
Hole 10: Open.
Hole 11: Brenda Payne/Debbie Cooper; Mary Houston/Rowena Sanders: Helen Tucker/Delana McCuiston.
Hole 12: Sue Jordan/Polly Buchanan: Sue Gillespie/Betty
McManus: Barbara Webster/Donna Perry.
Hole 13: Linda Jones/Claudene Epps; Linda Orr/Melonie
Lowe; ('arrla Stokes/Pam Williams.
Hole 14: Anna Duke/Barbara Sloan; Kathy Wyatt/Alicia
Allen; Betty Childress/Brenda Houser.
Hole IS: Evelyn Jones/Inus Orr; Venela Ward/Betty Lowry;
Melva Hatcher/Patsy Neale.
Hole 16: Debbie Dick/Kelly Dick; Belinda Elliot/Suzie Dick:
Mary Ann Hargrove/Vicki Herndon.
Hole 17: Laura Parker/Mary Alice Smith: Janet Kirk/Norma
Frank, Cynthia DamaWConnie McManus.
Hole 18: Julia Brundige/Lauren Hughes: Pam Smith/Kim
()mum, Carolyn Brady/Martha Pritchett.
MIMI
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"That's the million dollar
question. Why can't we do
this all year long?" said second baseman Todd Walker,
whose name has been tossed
around in trade rumors.
"If this was the last game
for any of us, at least we went
out on a good note," he said.
Zambrano (12-3), who has
not lost since May 31, allowed
five hits, five walks and two
runs with five strikeouts in six
innings, facing a Cardinals lineup that didn't start Albert
Pujols. He was a late scratch
with a hyperextended right
elbow, but entered the game
as pinch-hitter in the seventh.
Carpenter (10-5) lasted just
four innings - his shortest
start of the season - and gave
up all five of his runs in the
first two innings on a mugp
day. He yielded a leadoff homer
to Ronny Cedeno in the second and six hits.
"I felt fine, I just didn't
pitch real well," Carpenter said.
1 made a lot of bad pitches
and left the ball in the middle of the plate."
He said it's obvious that
despite their overall 58-46
record, the Cardinals have not
played well against the Cubs
this season.
"You look at the games we
played. We haven't pitched
well, we made some defensive mistakes and haven't got-
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Belliard to
Cardinals f
Luna
CLEVELAND(AP). Louis Cardinals i
eir infield Sunday,
hg second baseman
Belliard from Clevel
'lector Luna B3 the latest
isy the underachieving lndiins.
Belliard, an All-Star in
" 2004, gives the NL Centraling Cardinals a steady,
eryday second baseman
'Ole stretch run. Belliard
betting .291 with eight homers
and 44 RBIs in 93 games for.
Cleveland. He can become a
free agent after the season

t

ten any big hits," he said.
Trailing 5-0, St. Louis broke
through in the fifth when it
loaded the bases for a second
time in the game as Aaron Miles
opened with the Cardinals' second hit and pitcher Jason Marquis hit a pinch-hit double.
Zambrano walked Chris Duncan to load the bases and the
Cardinals scored on Scott
choice
fielder's
Rolen's
grounder to third. Zambrano
then fanned Jim Edmonds and
pumped his fist.
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Bills' coach. "I'll even go back
in my experience to Division
III. Then if you had a drink if
water during practice you were
a sissy: 'You shouldn't drink
water. Come on. Get tough.' We
might think it's not that demanding to go twice a day, but it's
not easy. These guys are big,
talented, they're in shape. We've
rust to get them ready for the

• v4"'
I•

Keep Up With All The
St. Louis Cardinal's Action on
Murray Electric System Channel 46!:
1 2006 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
AUGUST SCHEDULE
I Tuesday, August 1
I Thursday, August 3

Philadelphia Phillies
Philadelphia Phillies

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

I

I Friday, August 4
Monday, August 7

Milwaukee Brewers
at Cincinnati Reds

7:00 pm

I

Tuesday, August 8
I Wednesday, August 9

at Cincinnati Reds
at Cincinnati Reds

6:00 pm

Thursday, August 10
Tuesday, August 15

at Cincinnati Reds
Cincinnati Reds

11:30 am I
7:00 pm

I

6:00 pm
6:00 pm

Inaulasta•

The existence of team workouts and minicarnps throughout
the offseason also has contributed
to fewer two-a-days.
New coaches often work
teams harder just to prove themselves.
The New York Jets, for example, practiced twice on Friday.
then had only one session on
Saturday - in 95-degree heat.
But what was scheduled to
he a session of a little over two
hours turned into three hours
because Eric Mangini - at 35.
less than half Levy's age was dissatisfied with the practice. He kept having the offense
rerun plays and twice had the
teams run laps around the field
- something MOM common to
high school coaches than those
in the NFL.

National League Standings
All Ornes CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
63 41 606
New Yon,
17613 1 '1
54
49
Phaacielphia
15
48 56 462
Atlanta
15
48 56 462
Florida
1/2
43817
59
46
Washington
Central Division
Pct GB
16.558
St Louis
50.524 3 1/2
Grannie
81/2
476
55
50
Milwaukee
49 56 487 91/2
Houston
15
43 61 113
Chicago
19
10 66 377
Pittsburgh
West Division
GB
Pct
L
W
55 50 524
Sim Diego
53 51 510 1 1/2
Arizona
4
54.486
51
Francisco
Seri
50 54 481 41/2
Colored°
5
50 55.476
Los Angeles

se
ss

Saturday's Games
NY Mats 11 Atlanta 3
Chicago Cubs 4, St Louis 2
L A Dodgers 7. Washington 5
Houston 4 Anzona 1
Milwaukee 6. Cincinnati 3
Pittsburgh 4, San Francisco 3
Philadelphia 12, Florida 3
San Diego 4 Colorado 2
Sunday's Games
NY Mets 10, Atlanta 6
Pittsburgh 2, San Francisco 1. 10
1(1111119S
Philadelphia 11, Florida 5. 1st game
Philadelphia 9, Florida 2. 2nd game
Arizona 7, Houston 6
Milwaukee 4, Cincinnati 3
Chicago Cubs 6. St Louis 3
Colorado 3, San Diego 1
L.A. Dodgers 4. Washington 3
Monday's Games
Florida (J Johnson 8-5) at Philadelphia
(Lieber 4-7), 1205 p.m.
Arizona (Webb 11.4) at Chicago Cubs
(Prior 0-4), 7.05 p.m
Milwaukee (Capuano 10-8) atCoicirado
(Cook 6-9). 8:05 p.m.
Washington (Astacio 1.1) at San
Francisco (Lowry 5-6), 9 15 p m
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (Smottz 8-5) at Pittsburgh (Snell
9-6). 6 05 p.m.
N.Y Meta (Pellrey 2-1) at Ronda
(Olsen 9-4), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(Penny 10-5) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 9-7), 6:10 p.m.
Anzona (Vargas 8-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Hill 0-4), 705 p.m.
Philadelphia (AAathieson 0-2) at Si
Louis (Suppan 8-5), 710 p.m.
Milwaukee (Bush 6-8) at Colorado
(Fogg 7-5), 805 pm.
Houston (PettMe 9-11) st San Diego
(Peavy 5-10), 9,05 p.m.
Washington (Hernandez 13-8) at San
Francisco (Cain 7-7), 9:15 p.m.

•The Murray Bucs 10u baseball team began pool play at the
USSSA World Series on Monday in Tulsa, Okla., defeating the homestate NEO Tlitans 11-1 in a 10-run mercy rule victory.
Pacing the Bucs' hitting attack with two htts and two runs apiece
were Dustin Bevil, Caleb Brannon and Austin Johnson, who also hit a
home run. Hunter Jaco pitched three innings, allowing only one run.
Caleb Brannon pitched a scoreless fourth inning.
The Bucs' next pool play game will be Tuesday against Bambino
Baseball. The championship double-elimination bracket will begin
Wednesday.

Abreu goes to Yankees;
trade deadline nears
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Bobby Abreu is switching from
red pinstripes .to blue ones.
Alfonso Soriano, Miguel
Tejada, Barry Zito and other
stars soon could be changing
uniforms, too.
The New York Yankees
acquired Abreu and starting
pitcher Cory Lidle from the
Philadelphia Phillies on Sun-
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Rated the #1 Public Golf Course
In the State of Tennessee by God Digest May 2005 Issue

1:00 pm

/filial/ST SPECIAL

6:00 pm

4 Coffers Play - 3 Golfers Pay

I Thursday, August 24
Friday, August 25

at New York Mets
Chicago Cubs

6:00 pm

Four golfers play same time. same day
18 holes - Saturdays Excluded.
Advance Tee Time Recommended
Please Present Ad

Tuesday, August 29
I Thursday, August 31

F!orida Marlins

7:00 pm

Florida Marlins

7:00 pm

I.
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at Chicago Cubs
at New York Mets
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II The Murray High Tiger Football Kickoff event will be held Thursday
at 6 p.m. in the high school cafetena. A meal of chicken and hot dogs
will be served. MHS football merchandise will be on sale, as well as
memberships to the MHS Quarterback Club

Friday, August 18
Tuesday, August 22

that is not controlled by
AA games are sutopect to chenpe or preemption due to Fox Sports Net progremmIng

Fo

Seturtry's Gemes
Boston 7. LA Angels 6, 11 innings
Oakland 7, Toronto 4
Tampa Bay 19. NY Yankees 6
Chicago White Sox 13, Baltimore 11
Seattle 3, Cleveland 1
Detroit 8, Minnesota 6
Kansas City 5. Texas 3
Sunday's Games
Seattle 7, Cleveland 3
NY Yankees 4. Tampa Bay 2
Baltimore 8, Chicago While Sox 7
Minnesota 6, Doha 4
Oakland 6, Toronto 5
LA Angela 10, Boston 4
Texas 15, Kansas City 2
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Byrd 7-8) at Boston (Wells
0-1), 605 p.m.
Seattle(Mahe 9-5) at Baltimore
(Loewen 1-21, 6:06 p.m.
Detroit (Rogers 11-4) at Tampa Bay
(Fossum 4-4), 8:15 p.m.
Texas (Rheinscker 4-4) at Minnesota
(Silva 6-9), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 9-3) at
Kansas City (Hernandez 2-5), 7:10 p.m
Oakland (Haren 7-9) at L.A. Angels
(E Santana 11-4), 9,05 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Sabatrea 7-7) at Boston
(Snyder 2-2), 6.05 p.m
Toronto (Burnett 2-4) at N.Y Yankees
(Wright 6-6), 605 pm
Seattle (Moyer 6-9) at Baltimore
(Ft Lopez 7-11), 6 05 p m
Detroit (Verlander 13-4) at Tampa Bay
(Howell 0-0), 615 p m
Texas (Eaton 0-1) at Minnesota (Baker
34), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Bushel*, 9-9) at
Kansas City (OPerez 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
Oaldand (Blanton 11-8) at L.A Angels
(Colon 1-5), 9.05 p.m

[ga

1:00 pm

7:00 pm

In
Au

•The Calloway County Middle School football team is scheduled to
begin practice on-Tuesday at school. A meeting for parents will be held
at 5 p.m. The squad's first practice will begin at 5:30.

Cincinnati Reds

I

Thu
Frit

SiVN
burg
Tues

Thursday, August 17
I

Tie

•The Murray Predators U9 soccer team will be holding tryouts on
the U10 fields at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex on Tuesday. Players
must be no older than 8 on Aug. 1. For more information, contact Bill
Elder at 753-2297.
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American League Striding,
Alt Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
-62 41 602
Bulgur
1/2
61 41 598
tiles Sorb
6.
57 48 543
Toronto
48 58 45315 1/2
Baltimore
20
43 62 410
Tampa Bay
Central Dalian
L Pct GO
W
70 34.673
Data,
592 6 1/2
42
61
Chicago
60 43 583 91/2-'.
Minnesota
45 58 43724 1/2 •
Cleveland
33
37 67 356
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GO
W
55 50.524
Oakland
54 50.519 1/2
Los Angeles
3
53.495
52
Texas
51 53.490 3 1/2
Seattle
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
Any better than WO cent
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

-

•Camps

MI

•

(Otter Exivres Aug 31st)

For Tee Times Call 642-7271 or Toll Fros-808-710-43olf (4853)
WNW tennesseangolfclub com • Springville. TN (near KY Lake)

day for four minor league
prospects.
.
Desperate for pitching aad
a productive bat in their depleted outfield, the Yankees took
on Abreu's hefty contract, hoping the two-time All-Star right
fielder can help them catch
first-place Boston in the AL
East.
"It's a team everyone wants
to go to," said Abreu, who
already has an apartment in New
York.
As Monday's non-waiver
trade deadline of 4 p.m. EDT
drew near, several teams were
active Sunday.
The Texas Rangers, who
acquired All-Star slugger Carlos Lee from Milwaukee on
Friday, traded right-handed
reliever Bryan Corey to the
Boston Red Sox for minor
league pitcher Luis Mendoza.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or atop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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In order to better serve our customers, starting
August 1 we have changed the deadlines for our
classified ads.
Following are the new deadlines for word ads &
display ads.
TO PUBLISH. DEADLINE;
Monday
Friday at 11 a.m.*
Shoppers Guide Friday at 11 a.m.*
Tuesday
Monday at 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Monday at 5 p.m.*
Thursday
Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Friday
Thursday at 11 a.m.
Saturday
Thursday at 1 p.m
The yard sale deadlines have also changed.
Below are the new deadlines.
TO PUBLISH: DEADLINE:
Monday
Friday at 10 am.*
Shoppers Guide Friday at 10 a.m.'
Tuesday
Monday at 12 p.m.
Wednesday
Monday at 4 p.m.*
Thursday
Wednesday at 12 p.m.
Friday
Thursday at 10 a.m.
Saturday
Thursday at 12 p.m
* These deadlines have remained the same
If you have any questions or comments, call
Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916
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NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league a
Breaktime
Billiards.
759-9303
tryouts on
y. Players
contact Bill

gA-NDRA D's hamburger steak special on
Tues. 293-3816

REWARD: For who
vandalized a 05 pick
up on June 28th
between 8:00pm 7:00am at 629 North
4th Street, Murray, KY.
Call (270)748-6084 or
Crime Stoppers
753-9500

heduled to
will be held

d Thursday
d hot dogs
as well as

ay at the
the homes apiece
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ly one run
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SWEET CORN
•Futrell Farm,613 AB Lassiter Rd.
will begin harvesting on July 31st
(weather pennitting). 3 miles east of
Murray (watch for sign on 280)
east of East School.
Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
to inquire. Open 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
7 varieties ofcorn.
Peaches & Cream earlier - July 29th

$2.00 dozen
over 100 dozen $1.50
Short crop this year.
call early

league

Atemay

tching arid
eir depict
nkees took
tract, hop3-Star right
hem catch
in the AL
one wants
breu. who
nt in New
non-waiver
p.m. EDT
ams were
gels, who
ugger Carwaukee on
ght-handed
icy to the
for minor
Mendoza.

Uttar
Man Or
ofImam*
le WOW
.•71.1-111142

BALL
ton

Earlene Cunningham
7/31128 - 217/06
Paul Cunningham
1219126 - 3119199

in Heaven, Lord please pick
a bunch for me, Place them in my
'Mother's arms and tell her they'refrom me
-Tell her I love her and miss her, and when
she turns to smile, place a kiss upon her
cheek and hold herfor awhile.
Because remembering her is easy,
I do it every day, but there's an ache
within my heart that will never go away
Happy Birthday Mom. You got
- your wish, you're with dad now.
If roses grow

Miss you Mom & Dad
Your daughter,
Brenda Kay

ellow*.

F

Help Warted

OUSINESS & SERVICE D1R
Complete. Formai Wear Headquarters

Seeking an experienced receptionist/secretary. Needs to be customer orientated and
have basic computer skills. Please fax
resume to (270)753-7484. No Phone Calk

Call 753-1916
LOST seat back cover
for Ranger boat seat.
Lost July 24th on Hwy
280 between Riverside
Dr. & Hwy 121. Call
731-642-3096 collect

A child needs youl
Become a foster par
ent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
AVON help needed. No
quotas, no inventory.
$10 investment. Call
Tammy
1-877-420-6587. Toll
Free.
Brthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for a part
time housekeeper
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE No Phone
Calls Please.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray.
FARMER'S Choice
Food/MIL
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirlcsey, KY 42054
or come by office.
FULL and part time
machine operators of
commercial mail proequipment
cessing
Openings for 1st and
2nd shifts. Benefits
available
Join the
team of a growing corn
pany that was awarded
Mid-Sized
the
Business of the Year
Apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 00PM

LimoUsines &

I e-moor! 1r...serials's • kirport Senior • Catileil Driven

Full time (2PM-10PM)and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE

Commercial Wa
Disposal
140048$4,0

Murray, KY

for busy medical practice. Need
good'phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be available to
work afternoons and Saturdays.
Please send resume and cover letter
to:
P.O. Box
1040-M,
Murray, KY 42071.
SKILLED MECHANIC.
Would consider entry
level, tools required.
ASE certified a plus but
not required; must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-C.
Murray, KY 42071.

WANTED Instructors
tor beginners aerobics.
Tae-Kwon-Do, fa: chi,
belly dancing
Call
Family Fitness Center,
ask for Sue
(270)761-3737

060

060
Help Waned

HsM Weed

Li

Serving

west KY &

NEED good, depend
able auto body repai
technician. 293-2360

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions: RN.
LPN full time 2PM0PM Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Farthing St. Mayfield.
KY 42066

Help Wanted

B?
Yostlilike the viewfrom here.
no reamer%

po.it

cttalcx. oppottototi I
I1.1 a

lewit-r

aid ;riik.

III all Or ICAO. anti 11..•1 1114.1114",

Set up Pre-Thana Trust,

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Murray KY 42071

Entry-Lewd Employment
• mmediate opentmr, on ail oh.
• 'donne wage of $9 10
10$10 30 *her 60 days
HO School dream

Call Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown at

--226-9
;
)t
492-8191

753-1916

West TN For 22 Years

and place your ad toda‘!

150

Articles
For Sala
NOW taking applications for Baker/Cook
position in our Food
Service Department.
Full-time, benefits,
daytime hours. Will
train. Candidates
should have a positive
attitude, neat appearance and enjoy working with senior adults.
Applications available
at Glendale Place
Retirement
Community, 905
Glendale Road,
Murray.
RANDY. Thornton Co.,
Inc, established in
1937, seeking Service
Technicians. Minimum
3 years experience in
commercial &
residential HVAC. Tools
required. Excellent
salary, benefits, and
retirement package
Send resume to 802
Chestnut St., Murray.
KY 42071.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
SALES Associate
Sales/Marketing
by
phone & e-commerce.
Customer
service,
data/order
entry.
Microsoft Office, genera/
duties.
office
Motivated & energetic.
Competitive wages &
benefits. Permanent
full-time. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 123, Alm.
KY 42020

Hwing for all Shifts

- Advarx ement opporturahr,
• r`rrifir shanty) and bo,e'rretri!,
!Or gualttted t:Wright!,

ern/ /WOOS,
kgrill haws,

l, KY 42049

Saturday August 5 2006
8 00 sin 1o4 00 pin
Polls Corporation °Mary
Location
Pena Plan.
307 Pea* VVIef

or GED

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends & have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

meired
I
Cabseaban• 307 aelre Way• theta,'
roodmooll• aoristaines• FOUAL CabOirrularrr IIMPOW

VII sti I)I() OF. THE 111:517

2711-751-24 II

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Hourly Team Member Canter Fair

• .3eattlVdeotal Insorarxe

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Help Wanted

060

At Pella Corporation, ih,r)

Dalkm Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary coat

cH.i.

LOOKING FOR A GREAT

oils wpidows

PREPLANNING •-

.... Appliance Repair

Full-time
customer
support representative
needed.
Customer
support representative
provides
telephone
support and training for
PowerClaim adjusting
software. At least one
year college required.
Computer skills a must.
Competitive pay and
benefits.
Email
resumes
to
candice powerciaim.c
om or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.

PART-TIME LPN/RN

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare dooa nut pay 8952 on Part A, 8124 on
Part B Call pie for more information.

753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.

GlenDi Inc.

Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

MEDICARE

SUPPLEMENT

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CUENTS

ki Types ot Refuse Service

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators

Lou V. MeGary
Dors Your Policy Pay 100% of
thr Deductibles?

Vona

54
1 11304011 MAW
Mut,4010"411i1616.4211=01150 ,,esiangrr
:Pr,75a Wee

ylease.

Lost and Fouidl
FOUND: large black
Hound dog. Matching
scars on each ear.
Found in Kirksey area
6 weeks ago. 227-5871
JUST give us a eau,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger P. Times.

INSURANCE

ik 114.0a tratP4
.
3(1
6

& Mom
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
RETIRED LPN will sit
with sick or elderly, any
shift Call 762-0226

LITTLE Angels Care In
Home Day Care. State
certified, 10 years
experience, non smoker, references. Taking
applications for openings starting July 31.
Full and part time.
Reasonable rates. Call
270-753-2643. Located
just past East Elem.
1429 Pottertown Rd.
Open 6:30AM-4:00PM.
Call for appointment.
SHINING
Stars
Daycare. Night time
COM.
MondaySaturday.
4:00PM12.00AM. Enrollment
begins August 1st
(270)759.0010.
120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
ika- Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140

wile pay
ANTIQUES, Cat Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Sliver
coins. 763-1376, 293(1999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
VINYL LPS, Classic
rock,
Blues
&
Bluegrass. Terrapin
Station Bel-Air Center
753-8926

74 Holiday Rambler
sleeps 6, good condi
tion, $700. 47 Troybitt
great
condition
Kenmore
ex-large
capacity washer and
dryer. 753-7829
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Gel your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma. LCD. DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by.
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT tub/spa. Never
used 5HP. 20 jets, digital.
light
Retail:
$4,300,
sacrifice:
$1,695. Can deliver.
931-538-9896,
cell
931-278-0303
HUNTING rights to 141
acres. Hills and bottom
land. Call 489-2682.
Warnings. '
STEEL
buildings.
Factory participation
discounts.
30x40,
150x300.
270-978-0413

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713

150
Midis
For SW
2 ivory size 4 new wed
ding dresses. Both A
line strapless, one with
removable straps. Call
for information
270-293-1857
ASI rack master sound
system, used church
system. 753-7787

WASHER & dryer $100
each. Stove $150.
Indge $200. Very nice.
731-571-8304
160
Homo Furnishings

LIVING room set, bed
room set, dinette set
753-8588

Oa.
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Murrin Leilevr & J'Huts

JacosNis Nur

brume
COMPLETELY get up
1/2w,. $10,500
753-0012

16X80 with fenced yard
6 more. 7634197
1990 Fleetwood 14410,
38R, 28A, covered
deck included. $8,500
489-2984 0( 293-1340
1996 16x80 Fleetwood
Limited
Reflections
Edition mobile home
in
baths
with 38R 2
fox Meadows Cat
270-293-5320
2006 Champion 16x80,
38R 28A. sonyt siding,
shingled roof. 811 cellalga, all appliances.
wood deck, factory
$36,900
warranty,
270-978-2128 leave
message.
2BR mobile home and
lot. $13,500. 753-6012
4 BEDROOM,2 BATH
& land only $35,999!!!
Call now!!!
731-684-9429
SHARP MIR,284 Setup, elec., AC & skirted,
payments as low as
$250!!! w.a.c.
731-684-9430
SUMMER SIZZLER
SPECIAL -- 38R, 2BA
only $17,995!!!
731-584-9109
PRICE Reduced!!!
38R,2 BA (land incl.)
Beautiful lot located in
Almo, KY. Call
293-7011 for showing

38R. $275.00
753-6012
NICE mobile home on
private lot, approx. 7
1/2 miles east of murray. Call Linzy Beane
residence 436-2582
Business Rentals
2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today?
753-6666

GOLDEN RetrWver
PoPPSNI. 5-boys. 3
AKC papers
ready 7/20/06
(270) 492-8017
(270)227-1879

28R, stove, relrigent
or, w/d hookup, central
H/A. $550 mo. 1 mo.
deposit 12 mo. lease.
No pets. 753-2259.
5274174
3bedroom foreclosure.
Buy for $5,025 For listing 800-749-8124 Ext.
S021

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
WNW/.alithel stings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

Haley Professional
Appraising
'for what it's worth'
(270)759-4218

1
['
NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

erents For Rea

753-3853
J&I,RENTALS

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4111 St

1, 2,3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

12, & 313R opts available Please call
753-8221

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts . starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR brick, shade.
patio, lots of pnvacy
No pets $345/mo 7536931, 293-6070
„ 2EIR duplex. 1302
)
Valleywood Dr $400
:month 293-7738. 293
1446

lAC. septic, water
house
elec. well
$10,000. No offers
6mi. S. 731-232-8134

38R, IBA, 306 S. 15th.
No pats. $475/mo.
759-4826

MINI-STORAGE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For Sale

May Vaildes

Aasap

JACK Russell Terrier
puppies for sale $200
each. 270-753-6746

lig

.1 BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
02BR, 1 Bath apt. kl.
appliances. w/d, $435
753-7559

REDUCED! 3 bed
room, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $199,999
753-9212, 753-3992

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

340
Houses For ftsal

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message
270-753-1970

2006 black cherry
Royal Star Venture
Yamaha. 293-e796
2005 Kawasaki Vulcan
Climax 1500. Black
fuel ini.. water cooled,
shaft drive, windshield.
saddle bags, driver arid
passenger back rests,
guard
engine
Excellent condition,
only 3,700 miles, SW
looks new! $8,200
270-978-1595 OR
759-0592

NEW Concord. 2506
Kline Trail rd 05 new
SHOP for rent 3 bey, 28x64 doubter wide
air condleonecl office. with 24x30 new
large perking wee. garage on 3 kits, 4/10
water provided, natural mile form Patterson
gas heat 1 mile out- Landing boat ramp.
side cay limits.
over look invested. will
753-2486
sell for $68,000
Call (731)676-0219
C7311695-2412

NOW LEAS646
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mut-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1400-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.

ISI I
1111111 .11 It.1121'1.1:11111

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discnmination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'

COMMERCIAL build
ing. 2,688 sq ft. on
803 acre lot Great
location 2297 State
Route 94 East. 7535856. 293-7127 cell
Freshly painted
111PssissFor fag
[

4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783 293-0541

38R 28A. 24x36 shop
1.7 ac. north of Murray
$128,000. 752-0395
Loch
brick.
38R
Lomond. Near university, large lot, dead end
street, upgraded flooring, immediate movein. $112,900.
753-0916, 293-6077
709 SYCAMORE,
MURRAY
Well-built fixer-upper
ready for your finishing
touches. 1-2 Bed
1Bath. Solid roof and
foundation. Updates
include furnace, wiring,
siding.
Great location near
hospital. Large lot
Zoned R-3. Seller can
be flexible. Immediate
occupancy. Inspection
report available.
$34.900, MLS#32902.
Kimberly Casebeer.
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
•

4,200
BEAUTIFUL
sq.ft. new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey. $148,000. Call
Don 767-0958.
519-8570
BRICK house 3BR
1.5BA, living room
family room, kitchen,
sunroom. Newly decorated, in Kirksey area.
489-2940
BUY a home, sell a
home. save money
fsbowestky corn
FOR sale by owner:
bedroom brick ranch in
quiet, family neighborhood. Murray school
district. Move-in ready
with hardwood floors
throughout and new
carpet in family room.
Open floor plan w/
large eat-in kitchen.
$134.900. Shown by
appointment only. Call
293-1100
Foreclosure, 3 bed 2
bath. $10,000 For list
ings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020
•
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Goff Course.
12.25 acres,1 1/2 story,
3EIR, 3-Bath, stone fireplace, garage, all appliances. 2,406 sq. ft
$165,000. 436-2466

03 Trailblazer loaoed
w/ leather & sunroot
52,000 miles, new
toes $16,000 2932924
2002 Buick
Rendezvous.
Whitertan, leather,
super nice, 82,xxx ml,
loaded. $10,800. Call
270-293-7455
1996 Grand Cherokee
4x4. Has all options.
Hunter green with
108,000 miles. Very
nice, $5,595. 270-4928211

BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500. For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526
2002 Mercedes ML
320. One owner, coming off lease, navy blue
with gold pin stripe.
125K miles, loaded,
excellent condition, all
service records available. List $43K, asking
$19,500. Call
270-210-0031
2000 Maxima in excellent condition.
270-753-5731
1994 Chrysler LeBaron
4 door sedan. 2005
Honda Areo 750cc.
less than 3,500 miles.
Ask for Mike 436-6058
Vies
2000 White Astro Van
59,000, 1-owner. mus
see $7,500 OBO.
753-7410
1998 GMC Satan conversion van, 64,000+
miles, $5,000. Call
753-8887 or 759-9974
Tacks
2004 Dodge Dakota
SLT, club cab, 4x2, al
options, 4,800 miles,
garage kept 1-owner.
759-4081
2004 Dodge Ram 1500
Quad Cab. Black, low
mileage. 293-7854
F150
Ford
1979
extended cab truck.
Good condition. Call
753-8887 or 759-9974.

1997 Express 16' Jon
Boat with 9.9 Johnson
motor, trolling motor,
battery, depth finder,
and trailer. Ready to
fish. $2,195.
270-492-8211

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE

( all 753-18 16

7274611

la

w For Aim

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnie • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apanment.
Central Heat and Air
eptinit Applications

Office Hours 8 m.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Rentals
,,GARLAND
presently has 182BR
,apartments available I
year lease 1 month
;deposit No pets Cali
753-2905
48R 2BA. an appii•
:awes. central HiA Ask
about move-in free
cirtys Coleman RE
753-9898
LIVE Oak Apts.
New4y Remodeled
t BR $29000
28R $34000
38R $425 00
$100 depose almost
tor warhead applicants
. Orrice hours 8-2
Mon•Fn
Call today for appointment
7634221
•

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
sqft, 710 sqft. 753
1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 SQ ft
coatrooms
C/G/H,
plenty of parking
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
4th St complex
759-3772
building
METAL
81Fx40' Installed gas
heat, (3) 10'1(10' overhead doors Can be
used for 2 shops
Location 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Call
270-436-2935

STRE
1001 PAN
4BR, 28A, 1,800 sq. ft. $142,5(X)

753-4076

Proper

KY lake Barkley. 2 9
acres $129,900 220 ft
shoreline
I:lockable
west lacing to lake Call
owner (270)350-6816

NORTH of Murray in
Estates
Candlelit.
48R 3BA recently
walk-in
remodeled,
closets, new appliances. 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping 759-9648

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Work with one other person, and you'll get the results
that you've dreamt about.
Together you work as a team
and can grapple with any problem that heads in your direction.
Set off on making a dream a
reality. No one is stopping you.
Tonight: Your energy might seem
COMPuTEct
DIXON
endless.
CONNECTION
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
poltr Probltilis %lob til
***** Someone clearly
• iir 1111%111v.,
II
wants to play a bigger role in
sll iwr hour
your life than he or she does
270-227-1087
right now. Make space for this
dr
(Art
%tars
25
person, even if at times he or she
aggravates you. Listen to others
Cleaning and get past an immediate hasDAVID'S
sle. Try working as a team.
Services
We Specialize in Tonight: Go with the flow.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing **** Easy does it, especially if
you feel feisty or more easily
*Mobile Homes
aggravated than usual. Go out of
*Brick
your way to pitch in and help oth-All External Cleaning
ers. Listen to what someone
*Acid Cleaning
shares. He or she might have a
Available
•We Use Hot Water lot to say or do. Tonight: Fun and
*Parking Lots &
games.
Driveways
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
David Borders
***** Talk to others and add
(270)527-7176
more fun into your life. You could
come off a lot stronger than you
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs realize. Loosen up and enjoy
your interactions. A deeply creyou don't have time
ative Moon Child emerges.
for.
Tonight. Hang out and enjoy a
Call about our specials!
special friend.
293-5438
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get down to basics.
ELECTRICIAN
New Const./RemodeV Listen to others and find out what
or trouble. Lid, and Ins. . is happening. You might need to
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Cali spend a little in order to gain.
Carefully listen to someone who
753-7091
really adds to your security. You
might want to spend time close
to home. Tonight: Happy at
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
***** Your volatile or sometimes sarcastic self could
emerge when you least expect it.
This is true especially if you have
FUTRELL'S Tree
not been expressing some
Service
Trimming, removal, strong feelings or feelings that
stump grinding, fire- you consider disagreeable or difficult. Tonight: Have a long-overwood. Insured.
due talk.
489-2839.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Homebvilder's *** Your instincts lead you
financially, but actually could
and Home Repairs cause a problem. You might be
All Work
'Free Estimable

Coll 270.2934371

BORN TODAY
Singer Robert Cray (1953), actor
Arthur Hill (1922), musician Jerry
Garcia (1942)

227-4994 Ace mowing
& other services
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors Call
Greg Collins
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor work.
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
junk & tree work
4924688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4158
4-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437 3044
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View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

1-800-363-4720

THE CELLS THAT SELL!

Ti(

Offering 4111% Coniusissiott Rate WWI.Seth*, Your Rome!
Put Cherry
20051a tare APIs

Moil* Weed
2005 lop Siang /pm
S Wan Dolki Prodier

293-0699
Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivery
436-2867
JOHNNY WKLUIJAS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
-Carpets *Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal K)tock
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?'
753-5827
Cleaning
THE
Company
commercial
Weekly
cleaning Construction,
moving
apartment
clean-ups Insured &
Bonded err references
Julie Painter 705-5516
Tractor Work
Busk-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways, etc.
Call 436-2594
Reasonable prir

AMPBELL REALTY
03

112

12th • Mar,“ • '594780 • www carnphrilrealty.com

,
Wax.
laiwg Snuff

ars7
9ekd g&terpwdm
Sewing by Steven
• Drapery • Specialty Rods
• Custom Redding • Upholstery
• Design Service Available

42OW OFFERING MANY NEW FABRIC IMIL:S1
40-1r8r1-2th St.. New Location 753-6361

Jason Billiligto*

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
.
• •
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Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
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Newly remodeled 3 bedroom 1
bath brick house with hardwood floors; tile countertops,
new windows, new central heat
& air; stainless steel: fridge,
dishwasher, & microwave; new
stove & Maytag washer & dryer,
Closetmaid closets, white vinyl
privacy fence. 1713 W. Olive.
$89,500.
753-3265 • 293-6410

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic systeni gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs,
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson@wk.net
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
and Cleaning
270 978 0569

sitting on strong feelings. How
you feel about someone you
care for might not be logical.
Take some thinking time.
Tonight: Work through strong
feelings.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You aim for more of
what you want. You have a
strong dnve and high energy.
Think in terms of gains and positive changes. Listen to feedback
from a fairly assertive fnend You
innately know what is good for
you. Tonight: Make what you
want happen.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Know when to pull back
and think. Right now, a lot gets
dropped on you. You could
become irate, but it isn't worth it.
You need to rethink a situation
more carefully. Sometimes you
really don't have workable ideas.
Tonight: Get some extra R and
R.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** If you take in the big
picture, you'll get results.
Sometimes even you get caught
up in minuscule data. Emphasize
people, friendships and getting
more out of your life. You will
love the results -- promise.
Tonight: Find your pals.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Take charge of a situation and get ahead of work. You
can mobilize a partner to help
you make a difference. Worry
less about the immediate hereand-now. Others look up to you.
Be aware that you are a role
model. Tonight: A must appearance.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others encourage you
to understand, though in some
way or form, they are way too
challenging for you. Don't trigger;
walk in others' shoes. Your compassion makes a big difference;
others will respond. Tonight: Let
your imagination lead.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Aug. 1, 2006:
You have a unique way or style
this year. Carefully listen and
evaluate before you take action.
Discipline a tendency to internalize emotions or spend money
in order to avoid problems.
Ultimately, you could create an
even bigger problem if you don't
use self-discipline. Risking
financially is a big no-no this
year. Instead, build stronger
foundations. If you are single,
you could meet someone of
importance after Thanksgiving.
You could be smiling a lot during 2007. SCORPIO can weigh
you down.
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LooldooBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Bobby McCuiston of Bogaud
Trucking tearing down a house
on the corner of South 12th and
Mulberry Streets. The land is
being prepared for development
of a retail store. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Installed as new officers of
the Murray Woman's Club were
Sue Allison, president; Linda
Scott, first vice: Carolyn Marcum, second
vice; Martha
Crafton, recording secretary;
Terry Parker-Bell, treasurer;
Norma Paschall, corresponding
secretary.
20 years ago
Published are pictures taken
at the traditional watermelon feast
held by students, faculty and
staff at Murray State University at the end of the summer
school. It is held on the Oakhurst
lawn and is sponsored by the
MSU Office of Student Development and Student Government
Association.
Births reported include a girl
to Laura and David Mitchuson,
a girl to Kay and Scott McCurdy, a boy to Staci and Robert
Requarth and a boy to Susan
and Albert Fisher, July 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish
will be married 60 years Aug.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
new bridge under construction
on Squire Irvin Road, located
south of Ky. Hwy. 1550, near
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
The photo was by Dan D. Patterson.
James Hill, 20, Louisville,
worker for 1 & S Erection Co.,

Louisville, died instantly when
a truck he was working on
touched a high voltage power
line at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Rev. A.H. McLeod Jr. will
be speaker for the revival services to be held at Temple Hill
United Methodist Church Aug.
1-6.
40 years ago
Murray's Unit of the 100th
Division left July 30 for specud training at Fort Knox for
two weeks. Local officers include
Capt. Willie Jackson, Tommy
Rushing and Holmes Ellis Jr.
Army Pvt. Paul E. Butterworth
Jr. has completed eight weeks
of advanced infantry training at
Fort Ord, Calif.
Rev. Heyward Roberts will
be speaker for the revival services at Northside Baptist Church,
according to Rev. Randolph
Allen, pastor at Northside.
50 years ago
Eight members of the Murray Training School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America
attended the Kentucky Leadership Training Center at Hardinsburg July 23-27. They were
Larry Suiter, Nick Horton, Jimmy
Thompson, Robert Barrett, Jerry
Hale, Bobby Meador, Gerald
Cohoon and Walter Lee Steely.
They were accompanied by
Charles L. Eldridge, advisor.
The Rev. Troy Outland is
speaker at revival services being
held at Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church.
The Woman's Missionary
Society of Elm Grove Baptist
Church met at the home of Mrs.
Keys Keel. Mrs. Hardin Morris
is president.

Remorseful mom seeks help
ending her history of violence
DEAR ABBY: Last week
I hit my husband. My daughter saw use do it. My parents
were violent when they were
drunk, and I swore I would
never do that, but it happened.
Abby, can my children forget my mistakes, or are they
doomed to
keep repeating this violence from
generation
to
generation? Can it
stop here if
I get proper
help? How
do I prevent
my children
from followBy Abigail
ing in my Van Buren
and my
parents' -- footsteps in this
regard? -- SORRY MOM IN
CANADA
DEAR SORRY MOM:
Your
children
are
not
"doomed." They can learn better ways to manage their anger,
and so can you. Tell your
daughter you were wrong to
hit her father, and you regret
it. Explain that you are going
to see a counselor and learn
more appropriate ways to deal
with your anger and frustration, and that you'll share what
you learn with her and your
other children.
Make an appointment with
a therapist as soon as possible, and locate the nearest
chapter of Adult Children of
Alcoholics. (They are in your
phone book.) ACA is a 12-

Dear Abby

Todaidnillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 31, the
212th day of 2006. There are 153
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 31, 1777, the Marquis de Lafayette, a I9-year-old
French nobleman, was made a
major general in the American Continental Army.
On this date:
In 1556, St. Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the Society of
Jesus — the Jesuit order of Catholic

priests and brothers — died in
Rome.
In 1875, the 17th president of
the United States, Andrew Johnson, died in Caner Station, Tenn.,
at age 66.
In 1919, Germany's Weimar
Constitution was adopted by the
republic's National Assembly.
In 1945, Pierre Laval, premier
of the pro-Nazi Vichy government. surrendered to U.S. authorities in Austria; he was turned
over to France, which later tried

and executed him.
In 1948, President Truman
helped dedicate New York International Airport (later John F.
Kennedy International Airport) at
Idlewild Field.
In 1953, Sen. Robert A. Taft
of Ohio, known as "Mr. Republican," died in New York at age
63.
In 1964, the American space
probe Ranger 7 transmitted pictures of the moon's surface.
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step group of people who grew
up much as you did. They
can help you understand the
dynamics of your behavior and
assist you in overcoming your
learned reaction to problems.
If there's no listing in your
telephone directory, write:
Adult Children of Alcoholics
World Services Organization,
PO. Box 3216, Torrance, CA
90510 for the location of the
nearest chapter. You may also
Web
go
site:
to
its
www.adultchildren.org.
My compliments to you for
acknowledging your problem
and seeking assistance. You
are two-thirds of the way
toward resolving it.
041411
DEAR ABBY: Honesty
pays. I received a call today
from a gentleman who had
picked up a large cardboard
box that I had left at the recycling center.
When he removed the Styrofoam "peanuts" to pack his
merchandise, he discovered a
large summer sausage from a
well-known company. Instead
of playing "finders keepers' and
enjoying the sausage himself,
he took the trouble to look at
our address on the packing label
and find our telephone number in the directory.
How fortunate for him that
he was so ethical! The sausage
had been a Christmas gift from
2004, which we had overlooked when we unpacked the
box. It sat in a storage area,
unrefrigerated, for a year when
we decided to recycle. Had
he munched on that morsel,
he would surely have gotten
his "just desserts."
Instead, he received a nice
chocolate fudge cake from us
as a reward for his courtesy.
-- OVERHASTY RECYCLER
IN NEW MEXICO
DEAR OVERHASTY: Yes
honesty pays. And the man
received a sweet payoff for
his virtue. Thank you for relating a morality tale we should
all digest.
CONFIDENTIAL
TO
"SHOULD I CONTINUE OR
QUIT?": The answer to your
question will be found in this
profound statement that origiWinston
nated
with
Sir
Churchill: "To each there comes
in their lifetime a special
moment when they are figuratively tapped on the shoulder and offered the chance to
do a very special thing, unique
to them and fitted to their talents. What a tragedy if that
moment finds them unprepared
or unqualified for that which
could have been their finest
hour." Enroll at your earliest
opportunity and complete the
preparation to fulfill your
dreams.
•••
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OF COURSE YOU DO,
TAREE 140USE5 DOWN POPE A
BICYCLE EVERWAIERE

Home!

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.

Apple cider vinegar not
harmful or helpful
DEAR DR- GOT'!': I have
a friend who is a true believer in apple cider vinegar. She
passed on a book regarding
the home remedies of this product, and I must admit it is
very interesting. She feels it
is like the
old "apple a
day" thing. I
would like
to give it a
try, but it
states to talk
to your doctor
before
starting the
use of the
product
if
you
take
By
Dr. Peter Gott prescription
drugs.
I
have an underactive thyroid,
so I take Synthroid daily. I
also take Clarinex for allergies on a daily basis and Protonix occasionally, if my reflux
is acting up.
The remedy for good health
consists of I teaspoon apple
cider vinegar and 1 teaspoon
honey mixed with 8 ounces
of water. You can do this up
to three times a day.
Would the apple cider vinegar interfere with any of my
medications'?
DEAR READER:The remedy you describe will not react
adversely with your medications, nor will it provide any
medical advantage whatsoever.
Because you have allergies
and are taking Clarinex for
them, 1 am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Allergies."
DEAR DR. GOT!': I'm a
20-year-old female. I checked
my blood pressure using an

electronic blood-pressure measure, and the reading was 98/68
and my pulse is only 58. Is
there anything wrong with me?
DEAR DR. GOT!': Probably not. Young, healthy people, especially those who are
in good physical shape, may
have low blood pressure, as
do you. Unless you often feel
queasy, lightheaded and faint,
you can ignore the numbers.
And take good care of yourself.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I read
your column all the time and
have questions regarding hot
prune juice for constipation.
1. When should you drink
this, time of day/evening?
2. How much should you
drink?
3. Should you drink water
after, such as you do when
taking a laxative?
DEAR
READER: The
usual quantity of hot prune
juice, as a cure for constipation, is one 8-ounce glass at
breakfast.
Prune juice is effective
because it is rich in potassium, a mineral that stimulates
the bowel to contract. It is
not a fiber product, so extra
fluids are not necessafy. You
could also try a stool softener or my "colon cocktail." The
"cocktail" is simply equal portions of bran, apple sauce and
prune juice. Take 1 to 2 tablespoons daily with breakfast.
The mixture can be refrigerated for up to a week.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Constipation and Diarrhea."

Dr.Gott

Copyright 2006, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

ContractBridge
Last dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 7 5
11 A K Q 8 5
•K 6 4
+109
WEST
EAST
6
•A 9 8 4 3
q/1 10`r2
V9
.397
•8 5 3 2
•Q6 5 4 2
+1 8 7
SOUTH
•KQ.12
IP 7 6 3
•A Q 10
•A K 3
The bidding:
West
East
North
South
Pass
Pass
I•
1+
Pass
2 NT
Pass
4 NT
6 NT
Pass
Opening lead — four of clubs.
This deal occurred in a match
between the United States and New
Zealand at the 1983 World Team
Championship.
At the first table, Mike Passel!
and Eddie Wold, North-South for the
U.S., quickly arrived at six notrump
on the sequence shown. The New
Zealand West led the four of clubs,
and declarer won East's jack with the
ace. Wold then lost the king of
spades to East's ace, and East
returned the club eight to South's
king. Declarer now cashed the ace of
hearts and three spade trtcks, on

which West discarded his two low
clubs and the seven of diamonds,
producing this position:
North
K Q8
•K 6 4
West
East
11.1 104
+9
,J9
48 5 3 2
47
South
117 6
•AQ 10
*3
Wad sett cashed the king and
ace of diamonds, West following
with the 9-1, and then led the heart
six, on which West played the four.
At this point, Wold recapitulated
everything that had occurred so far.
Ife then came to the conclusion that
West had started with exactly five
clubs, three diamonds and one spade,
and, therefore, four hearts. Accordingly, he played the eight of hearts
from dummy and so brought the
slam home for a score of 990 points.
At the second table, where the
contract and all the preliminary plays
leading to the diagrammed position
were virtually the same, the New
Zealand declarer went up with the
king of hearts and finished down
one. Apparently, either his courage
failed him at the crucial moment or
he had not kcpt close track of the
highly significant clues along the
way.

Tomorrow: East sells declarer a bill of goods.
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1 Compute( key
4 Worm seeker
9 Total
12 Unexplained
Rghb09
13 Metamorphic
roc*
14 Amid medial
15 Comfortable
routine
17 Many October
people
19 Not square
20 Pond scum
21 Fragrance
23 Deat 24 laughng-anmal
27 Bravo or Grande
28 Gyro shell
30 Timetable
guesses
31 Indy winner
Por
32 Selt-confident
34 Mass neighbor
35 Sprawl out
37 You said it!

38 E rnesto
Guevara
39 Grab a cookie
41 Sodium,
in formulas
42 Heather locale
43 Enpfs a hot lit)
45 Stashed away
46 Vary bred
48 Contnbuted
(2 wt:16 )
51 Make public
52 Mains
54 Shellac resin
55 Hwys
56 Heads opposite
57 Composer
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1 Harbor vessel
2 Windhoek's
cont
8 Whinny
3 Wall
9 Address pail
10 Ms Merkel
4 Host s plea
5 Olsen el vs:basis 11 GO moms
16 Above, to
6 College deg
7 *- cost you'
Tennyson
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18 Howled
20 Palls
21 Dreaded
exams
22 Spicy mustard
23 Tounst's need
25 Salsa go-with
26SINUTNWIref
28 Writers
aterthought
29 Land measure
32 Bauxite giant
33 Space width
36 Surgical tools
38 Pamper
40 Gold unit
42 Caesar's 1002
44 Actress
-545 Puts up alfalfa
48 Lounge
47 Bottle cap
48 Sidekick
49 Oddjob's
creator
50 Two-striper
53 Providence
be
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MCMA awarded funding
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky Arts Four Rivers Center. The Center, which opened in
Council recently awarded $1,085,436 in matching 2004, was awarded $101,993.
Also awarded funds in McCracken County
General Operating Support grants to enrich arts
were the Market House Theater ($25,004),
and cultural life across Kentucky.
The Arts Council approved panel recommen- Museum of the American ()miter's Society
dations for operational support funding for 66 ($30,935), Maiden Alley Cinema/Paducah Film
non-profit organizations, based in 29 different Society ($3,113), the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra ($I0,199), and Yeiser Art Center
counties, including Calloway County.
The Murray Civic Music Association. which ($4,462).
The GOS I and II awards are ba.ed on the size
presents annual series of music and dance attracUons to Murray and surrounding communities, of an organization's operating budget combined
was awarded $2,112 in General Operating with their ability to, meet specific performance
expectations in the area of arts delivery, networkSupport II money.
Art organizations in surrounding counties also ing and collaboration, diversity, and promoting
the the value of the arts.
to
monies
II
Support
awarded
'The reach of the General Operating Support
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild ($2,456) and
the Janice Mason Art Museum in Trigg County program is very diverse — both geographically
and in the type of arts and cultural programming
($3,248).
More than $100,000 of Support I funding was the funding provides,' said Lori Meadows,execuawarded to McCracken County, it was reported, tive director of the Kentucky Arts Council.
with the bulk of that going to the Luther F. Carson

Gibson's remarks in spotlight
By SANDY COHEN
AP Ef•OftaltIMerit WritOt
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Despite an apology by Mel
Gibson, Hollywood insiders and
the star's fans sought more
details about
his reported
anti-Semitic
tirade during
an arrest for
drunken drivand
ing
whether sheriff's deputies
gave him preferential treatment.
Gibson
Gibson's
publicist, Alan Nierob, would
not elaborate beyond an apology
Gibson issued Saturday in
which the star admitted he
uttered "despicable" things to
deputies.
A leaked arrest report quoted
Gibson as saying "The Jews are
responsible for all the wars in
the world,- and asking an arresting officer, James Mee, "Are
you a Jew?"
The entertainment Web site
TMZ posted the document,
which it said was four pages
from the original arrest report.
Sheriff's officials have declined
to comment on Gibson's alleged
remarks.
The Office of Independent
Review, a department watchdog
panel, has opened an investigation into whether authorities
tried to cover up Gibson's
alleged inflammatory comments, said its chief attorney,
Mike Gennaco.
"Assuming that the report

was excised,then the question is
was it done for a good reason
within regulations," he said.
Gibson, a Roman Catholic,
has filmed public service
announcements for Los Angeles
County Sheriff Lee Baca's relief
committee dressed in a sheriff's
uniform.
"There is no cover-up," Baca
told the Los Angeles Times.
"Trying someone on rumor and
innuendo is no way to run an
investigation, at least one with
integrity."
Gibson was arrested after
deputies stopped his 2006 Lexus
LS 430 for speeding at 2:36a.m.
Friday. Sheriff's spokesman
Steve Whitmore said deputies
clocked him doing 87 mph in a
45 mph zone.
A breath test indicated
Gibson's blood-alcohol level
was 0.12 percent, Whitmore
said. The legal limit in
California is 0.08 percent.
Gibson posted $5,000 bail
and was released hours later.
In his statement, Gibson said
he has struggled with alcoholism and had taken steps "to
ensure my return to health."
Abraham H. Foxman, national director of the AntiDefamation League, called
Gibson's apology "unremorseful and insufficient."
Sunday, some in
On
Hollywood debated whether
Gibson's career could recover
from the scandal.
"It's a nuclear disaster for
him," said publicist Michael
Levine, who has represented
Michael Jackson and Charlton

Heston, among others. "I don't
see how he can restore himself.
But Paul Dergarabedian,
president.of box office tracking
firm Exhibitor Relations, said
filmgoers could overlook the
alleged ugly comments if a
future Gibson film was perceived as worthwhile.
"Usually it comes down to
the marketing of the movie and
does the average person want to
see the film," Dergarabedian
said.
Gibson,50, won a best-director Academy Award for 1995's
"Braveheart," and also starred in
the "Lethal Weapon" and "Mad
Max" films, among others,
In recent years, he has turned
his attention to producing films
and TV shows through his Icon
Productions. His last major starring role was in the 2002 film
"Signs." He played a supporting
part in the 2003 film, "The
Singing Detective," which he
also produced.
The hundreds of millions of
dollars he made producing the
2004 film "The Passion of the
Christ" has given the star the
ability to finance his own films,
giving him a measure of independence from the major studios.
Days before the release of
"The Passion of the Christ,"
Gibson's father, Hutton Gibson,
sparked controversy when he
told an interviewer that the
Holocaust was mostly "fiction."
is
project
next
His
"Apocalypto," a movie about
the decline of the Mayan empire
that is being distributed by The
Walt Disney Co.

MCIVIA Corporate Sponsor
List 2005-2006
Belcher Oil
Beltone-Mark Seary
Best Western University Inn
Big Apple Cafe
Boone's Laundry
Briggs & Stratton
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Calloway County Schools
Century 21- Loretta Jobs
Cunningham Auto Repair
Edward Jones Company
Enix Jewelers
Farm Bureau Ins. - Bob Cornelison
Food Giant
Froggy Radio Stations
Glendale Place Retirement
Gloria's World Village
Grey's Properties
Hart Ophthalmology Assoc.
Haverstock Insurance
Haverstodc Bell & Pittman
Heritage Bank
Hilliard-Lyons - Betty Boston
Houston Surgical
Howe & Melton
lines-Miller Funeral Home
JH Churchill Funeral Home
Kopperud Realty

Kroger
Lovett BP
Massey Citgo
McKeel Equipment
Moffitt Orthodontics
Morning Star Foods, L.L.C.
Mr. Gatti's
Murray Bank
Murray Electric System
Murray Independent Schools
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University
Murray Woman's Club-Music Dept.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Office Extras - Jeanne Fleming
Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury
Peel & Holland, Inc.
Pier 1 Imports
Ryan's Steakhouse
Southeastern Book Company
Steele & Allbritten
Taylor Bus Sales
The Gallery
US Bank
West Kentucky Gastroenterology
Westside Veterinary Clinic
WINS-FM-Listener Supported Public
Radio from Murray State University
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Partial Funding for the Murray Civic Music Association season concerts comes from the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state agency in the Commerce Cabinet, with supportfrom the National
Endowmentfor the Arts.
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